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Abstract

This study investigated the results of measuring software support of Oracle database applications and estimating the effort and schedule required to provide support. Software measurement was accomplished with a variant of the function points metric, called Mark II function points, which is comprised of three weighted parameters, inputs, entities, and outputs. A technique for mapping Mark II function points to Oracle DBMS components was developed, and the size of the software support for each project, per team, was measured by tabulating and weighting the number of inputs, entities, and outputs that are added, changed, and/or deleted. Software support effort was measured in work-hours and schedule in calendar-weeks for given levels of function points. A data collection program was written to assist with tabulating the measurements and also provided an option for sizing the support by analogy. Observations were collected for 12 projects ranging up to 50 function points. The relationship between software support measurement in Mark II function points and the resulting effort or schedule was extensively analyzed for one and two person teams. A relationship determined by regression analysis was shown to be statistically significant for both effort and schedule.
SOFTWARE SUPPORT MEASUREMENT AND ESTIMATING FOR ORACLE
DATABASE APPLICATIONS USING MARK II FUNCTION POINTS

I. Introduction

I.1 Background

A critical challenge for software support organizations is the management of changes to the supported system. Software projects are conducted according to a plan based on an estimate of the size of the project. The plan describes the expected schedule and effort needed to provide the software support.

The Air Force Institute of Technology has its own software support organization, the Systems Support Division (AFIT/SCV), that provides computer support to the Institute. SCV manages all of AFTI's software requirements for communications-computer systems including studies, analyses, requirements definition, design, development, documentation, testing, implementation, and training on unique software applications. SCV conducts software project status briefings for senior AFIT staff. They also assure that computer support contractors perform in compliance with all pertinent communications-computer systems regulations and the Quality Assurance Surveillance Plan (35:1). This research will focus on SCV's software support to applications, using a commercial relational database management system (DBMS) by Oracle corporation. The DBMS includes a database engine that relates records of data to one another and it provides several software tools to access the database. Some of the tools are SQL*Plus, SQL*Forms, and SQL*Reports.

The database query language that is used is SQL*Plus, which is an extension of the Structured Query Language (SQL) as defined by the International Business Machines corporation. SQL is a non-procedural data access language. The term 'non-procedural' means that the programmer does not have to specify the procedure for accessing data, but instead only has to specify what data is to be accessed (30:213). For example, there are no 'if-then-else' constructs and no means for making temporary computations.

SQL*Forms is a fourth generation application development language (4GL) that streamlines the software development process by generating most of the user interface input and output software details for the programmer, as well as data access. "Fourth generation languages are defined as those that are non-procedural in nature and end-user (requirements and specifications) oriented" (3:149). This correspondence
facilitates the partitioning of the software support requirement into meaningful software units of measure. A consequence of the ease of use of 4GLs is that they tend to restrict the variety of solutions, which creates a close correspondence between the source code produced by the applications generator and the software requirement itself. This allows the programmer to focus on assembling the functions that were requested by the user of the database applications. SQL*Forms produces interactive 'forms' that allow the user to store and retrieve data. SCV uses version 2.3 of SQL*Forms. Another tool, SQL*Reports, extracts records from the database and formats the output. SCV provides Oracle database software support by enhancing the forms or reports that access the database.

1.2 Specific Problem

Recent changes in the AFIT/SCV software support environment requires SCV to more effectively use available resources. Historically, SCV has relied upon expert judgement to estimate project schedules, but is now faced with tighter budget constraints, requiring the same level of support with fewer resources. The budget constraints have forced SCV to reduce its contracted support strength from seven to two analysts. To partially compensate, SCV had a net increase in enlisted programmer support from five to six, as a result of two NCOs leaving and three airmen arriving. The loss of the contractor support also represents a loss of the expertise on which project estimates are based, requiring newly trained enlisted programmers to make estimates. To meet this need, the Chief of the Systems Support Division has requested that thesis research be done in the area of software support measurement and estimating (34:151). Given a requirement to change an existing Oracle database application, SCV needs to be able to predict how long it will take to deliver the change, so that planning and contracting decisions can be expedited. Consequently, SCV would like to make accurate estimates of project size, effort and schedule.

1.3 Research Objective and Investigative Questions

The research objective is: to estimate the expected support effort and schedule given the size of an Oracle database software support request. The investigative questions that directed this research are:

- What is the most meaningful software size measure?
- How much effort and schedule is required for given levels of software support?
- What is the relationship between the size and effort or schedule?
I.4 Scope and Limitations

Only software support for Oracle database systems was tracked during the three-month data collection period of this thesis. During this period, SCV was staffed with new contractors and several new enlisted programmers, but no government civilian programmers. System accounting data relevant to project activities was not collected because automatic accounting is not activated in the SCV Oracle environment. The software baseline supported by SCV has no documentation or formal review process, and is managed as separate development and operational baselines.

I.5 Definitions for Measurement

- Analogy: characterizing the size of software to be developed relative to existing software.
- Block: SQL*Forms components that are based on database tables.
- Calendar-week: the period of time that a software support project was open from start to finish.
- Entity: "is anything (object, real, or abstract) in the real world about which the system provides information" (32:4).
- Environmental factors: any features about an organization or project other than size that may influence effort and schedule.
- Field: data items that are displayed on the screen or printed in a report.
- 4GL: Fourth Generation Languages allow easy construction of screen-oriented applications.
- Function Points: a measure of the functionality of software that assigns points to software functions.
- LOC: an acronym for Line Of Code, which is a popular measurement of software.
- Metric: software measurement in general, such as LOCs or Function Points.
- Non-procedural language: a computer language for specifying what needs to be done, rather than how to do it (30:213).
- SER: Software Enhancement Request is a request for software support from AFIT faculty and administrative personnel to SCV.
- SQL*Forms: a 4GL that defines an interactive screen comprised of trigger steps, blocks, and fields.
- SQL*Reports: an Oracle database access language to retrieve and format data for output.
- Work-hours: the hours spent exclusively on the software support project, per programmer.
• Tables: data files that are organized into columns of entity attributes and rows of entity instances.
• Trigger steps: a SQL*Forms mechanism to validate inputs.
• Virtual Machine: a computing machine that could be implemented using hardware entirely, but
  instead simple hardware operations are used by software to provide complex operations.

1.6 Definitions for Estimating

• ANOVA: Analysis of variance.
• COCOMO: an acronym for CONstructive COnst MOdel (6:58).
• Deleted residuals: a measurement of the i-th residual when the fitted regression is based on the
cases excluding the i-th one (21:398).
• Indicator variables: quantify a qualitative variable for inclusion in a regression model.
• Leverage: a measure of the distance between the values of a given observation and the means of
  the values of the independent variable for all observations; it is used for outlier detection (21:395).
• LSBF: Least Squares Best Fit.
• Randomness: a lack of a systematic pattern.
• Residual: the difference between the observed value and the predicted value.
• Specification: the extent to which a regression model is appropriate for the data.
• SSE: Error sum of squares.
• SSR: Regression sum of squares.
• SSTO: Total sum of squares.
• Studentized deleted residuals: a deleted residual divided by its estimated standard deviation
  (21:399).
• Type I error: deciding to reject the null hypothesis when in fact it is valid.

1.7 Thesis Organization

Chapter One provides some background, defines the research objective, and defines some termin-
nology relevant to this thesis.

Chapter Two reviews current literature on software measurement and estimating. The review
focuses on two methods, the counting of lines of code and a very different method called function points.
Complexity measures and other metrics are also reviewed, as well as software cost estimating literature.

Chapter Three describes the software support measurement methodology. The three software support measurements that are collected are size, effort, and schedule. The sizing method chosen was Mark II function points mapped to Oracle database software components. The effort is measured in work-hours and the schedule in calendar-weeks. Software was written to collect the data and provide sizing by analogy, using data dictionary reports.

Chapter Four describes the software support effort and schedule estimating methodology. The prediction models developed are based on regression analysis of the programming teams' effort and schedule response to software support requests as sized by Mark II function points.

Chapter Five presents the regression analysis and the effort and schedule models for one and two person teams.

Chapter Six contains conclusions from the research and recommendations.
II. Literature Review

II.1 Overview

Prediction or forecasting of any kind is based on inputs. This literature review focuses primarily on the types of software metrics that are used by the software industry as inputs to prediction models. The primary software metrics reviewed and contrasted are lines of code and function points. Also, several complexity measures are discussed. Different environmental factors that may influence the software support were reviewed as well as existing effort and schedule estimating models.

II.2 Lines of Code (LOCs)

The most common measure of software size is lines of code. Rakos states that all software project estimating methods "are crucially dependent upon granularity: breaking things into small pieces" (25:128). Compared to a typical computer program, an individual line of code is a very small piece of the software. To understand an LOC, familiarity with the concept of a virtual machine is helpful. Tanenbaum describes different levels of virtual machines that exist on most computer systems. Each level has a code or language by which solutions to a problem are specified, and each level above level zero can be translated into lower levels (36:2-7).

The lowest level of virtual machines is the level zero, the digital logic level. At this lowest level, software is executed directly in the electronic circuits. At this low level, the semantics of the computer program are very difficult for most people to comprehend. At level one, the microprogramming level, a code is used to describe the computer's transitions through states of operation. This microprogram or microcode is represented by alphanumeric characters and special symbols. This level is much more comprehensible than level zero, but it is still cryptic and inconvenient to use. At level two, the conventional machine level, multiple microcode statements are represented by single machine code statements. This is easier to work with but still cumbersome. Level three is the operating system which groups machine code into operating system services. It is not until level four, the assembly language level, that substantial applications can be developed by a programmer. Most programming however is done at level five, the problem-oriented language level. At this level, English-like codes are used to specify the solution to the problem. These codes are displayed in $L^*$, and the size of the program is measured in terms of the
The most quoted source on LOCs is Barry Boehm who uses the term 'source instruction'. This term includes all program instructions created by project personnel and processed into machine code by some combination of preprocessors, compilers, and assemblers. It excludes comment cards and unmodified utility software. It includes job control language, format statements, and data declarations. Instructions are defined as lines of code or card images. Thus, a line containing two or more source statements counts as one instruction; a five-line data declaration counts as five instructions. Boehm's is only one of many definitions of how to count lines of code after the code has been written.

Counting lines of code is popular because after the code has been written, there is a high correlation between LOCs and the effort that produced those lines of code. But a size estimate needs to be accomplished before the lines of code are written. Boehm takes it for granted that the software personnel can make accurate estimates of how many LOCs will be written to solve the problem at hand, but warns that underestimates can happen for three reasons: "First, people are basically optimistic and desire to please. Second, people tend to have incomplete recall of previous experience. Third, people are generally not familiar with the entire software job". In addition to LOCs, the software support organization and software baseline are characterized by environmental factors.

Barry Boehm created a cost estimating tool based on LOCs called the Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO). In COCOMO, environmental factors are a way to differentiate the unique aspects of different projects and environments. The factors excluded from COCOMO are: type of application, language level, size measures other than lines of code, requirements volatility, personnel continuity, management quality, customer interface quality, amount of documentation, hardware configuration, security and privacy restrictions. The factors included in COCOMO are in four groups:

1. product attributes such as required software reliability, database size, and product complexity;
2. computer attributes such as execution time constraints, main storage constraints, virtual machine volatility, and computer turnaround time;
3. personnel attributes such as analyst capability, applications experience, programmer capability, virtual machine experience, and programming language experience;
4. project attributes such as modern programming practices, use of software tools, and required development schedule.
The analyst provides inputs to COCOMO by characterizing the environmental factors on various scales and by estimating how many LOCs will eventually be produced. Then COCOMO estimates the effort and schedule of the project based on the analyst's inputs. However, the use of LOCs as a unit of software measure is the subject of much criticism.

Capers Jones points out the critical importance that measurement has contributed to the progress of science in general and then says that software measurement is probably the most deficient aspect of the field of software engineering. He is not saying that in the last 35 years of computer history no one has tried to measure software, rather he is saying that the accepted measurements are not measuring what they purport to measure. He specifically criticizes the LOC measurement for creating paradoxical information and he lists three problems (18:49).

First, there has never been a national or international standard for a LOC that encompasses all procedural languages. Some line counts are defined by physical carriage returns, while others are defined logically by delimiters such as a semicolon. The line of code counts can contain one, some or all of the following: executable statements, data definitions, comments, and blank lines. There is little agreement on how many times reused code should be counted: once, each time it is reused, or never. There's even more problems when different computer languages are mixed together, and how to count additions, changes, and deletions (18:49).

Second, software can be produced by such methods as program generators, spreadsheets, graphic icons, reusable modules of unknown size, and inheritance, wherein entities such as lines of code are totally irrelevant (18:49). This is especially true of the 4GL SQL*Forms, where software is developed by interacting with the applications generation screen. Source lines of code are produced by the applications generator, but it is not necessary to look at them to complete a project. So if the programmer chooses not to ever look at them, for practical purposes they do not exist.

Third, LOC metrics paradoxically move backwards as the level of the language gets higher, so that the most powerful and advanced languages appear to be less productive than the more primitive low-level languages (18:49). To understand the productivity paradox, recall the concept of virtual machines. When a higher level machine groups together many instructions of a lower level machine, then that higher level instruction does the work of many lower level instructions but only counts as one LOC. For example, if a programmer using a lower level language creates 1000 LOCs to solve a problem and another programmer using a higher level language solves the same problem with only 100 LOCs, then by LOC count the
first programmer is considered to have solved a problem ten times larger than the other programmer.

When a fixed number of functions is delivered with increasing numbers of LOCs, productivity drops when measured in terms of functions per LOC, as depicted in Figure 1:

![Productivity Paradox](image)

Figure 1. Productivity Paradox

Counting LOCs also leads to a quality paradox because high-quality programs are usually more succinct than programs that are hastily developed in an ad hoc manner. If the more succinct programs have fewer LOCs than the lower quality programs, an equal number of errors results in a higher error per LOC ratio than the lower quality program. In fact, if a lower quality program had five times as many LOCs than the more succinct program, then one error in the high quality program would have an error per LOC ratio equal to the lower quality program with five errors. In other words, if these two programs are offered to satisfy the same requirement, where one has five errors while the other has one error, then by using errors per LOC, they are deemed to be of equal quality. These paradoxes exist because the premise of using LOCs as a measure of software is that the LOCs themselves are the solution to a software requirement, rather than the functionality of the software.

### 11.3 Albrecht's Function Points

Function points are fundamentally different than lines of code. The premise of function point analysis is to measure the software functionality delivered to the user. The term 'functionality' shifts the emphasis away from how the LOCs implement the software, and instead emphasize what the software does. For example, if a payroll program is supposed to prompt the user for a social security number, locate that number in an employee record, and then display that employee's end-of-month pay, then the program
performs three functions: receives input, processes a record, and outputs the results. When counting functionality in this way, the LOCs used to implement the software are irrelevant, and the focus is on the software behavior. Continuing with the payroll example, if 10 programmers developed software to perform the same payroll functions, there would be 10 different LOC counts due to individual differences and the inherent variety associated with alternate software solutions. However, the number of functions provided by those 10 programmers would be identical. The software is the result of a request by the user to perform these functions, and function points are a measurement of the functionality required by, and valued by the user of the software. Allan Albrecht, an IBM researcher, introduced a means of quantifying software functionality by assigning points to five categories of functions based on their value to the user. Table 1 introduces the categories of function points.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Complex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>External Input</td>
<td>x3</td>
<td>x4</td>
<td>x6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>External Output</td>
<td>x4</td>
<td>x5</td>
<td>x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Logical Internal File</td>
<td>x7</td>
<td>x10</td>
<td>x15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>External Interface File</td>
<td>x5</td>
<td>x7</td>
<td>x10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QT</td>
<td>External Inquiry</td>
<td>x3</td>
<td>x4</td>
<td>x6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Outputs are items of business information processed by the computer for the end user.
- Inquiries are direct inquiries into a database or master file that look for specific data, use simple keys, require immediate response, and perform no update functions.
- Inputs are items of business data sent by the user to the computer for processing and to add, change, or delete something.
- Files are data stored for an application, as logically viewed by the user.
- Interfaces are data stored elsewhere by another application but used by the one under evaluation. (12:5)

Since Albrecht uses the functional value of the software as determined by the user as a guideline for subjectively identifying function points, there are significant ambiguities. To reduce ambiguities associated with assigning function points, Brian Dreger dedicated an entire book to enumerating rules for assigning function points. To identify outputs, Dreger says "count each unique data or control output procedurally..."
generated that leaves the application boundary" (12:10). To identify inputs, "count each unique user data or control input that enters the application boundary and also updates (adds to, changes, or deletes from) a logical internal file, data set, table, or independent data item" (12:16). Inputs and outputs are considered unique in so far as they have different formats or require different processing logic. Since the function point analysis is independent of any language, the measurement avoids the distracting and paradoxical details of lines of code (1:1). There are three steps in determining function points.

First, it is necessary to classify and count the five user function types delivered by the development project. These are external input, external outputs, interface file types, interface file types, and inquiry types. Each of the functions that are assigned to one of the five categories is further classified as: complex, average, or simple. The weights in Table 1 show how the total unadjusted function count (FC) is computed.

The second step is to calculate the processing complexity (PC) by ranking 14 environmental factors according to degree of influence on a scale from zero to five. The factors are: data communications, distributed data or processing, performance objectives, heavily-used configuration, transaction rate, on-line data entry, end user efficiency, online update, complex processing, reusability, conversion and installation ease, operational ease, multiple-site use, and facility change (2:640). The processing complexity adjustment (PCA) is:

\[ PCA = 0.65 + (0.01 \times PC) \]  

Third, the delivered function points (FP) are calculated by multiplying the unadjusted function points times the adjustment factors (12:71):

\[ FP = FC \times PCA \]  

Jones notes that after ten years of use, "the current national average for software productivity at the project level in the United States appears to be about five function points per staff-month" (18:11). Taking into account all the staff-months of an entire software development corporation and the function points delivered, Jones says a strategic or corporate productivity measurement averages 1.5 function points per staff-month. These numbers are for all types of projects and Jones notes that for management information systems (such as SCV's system), the productivity is higher than average at about eight function points per
staff-month. Jones also says that a maintenance programmer can take on support of a baseline ranging from 500 to 1500 function points, depending on the structuredness of the design (18:81,147).

Charles Behrens studied 25 development projects in the data processing organization of a large financial institution. He chose an hour as the unit of time and then calculated the output in function points per hour and also the unit cost in hours per function point. In 1980, 11 projects ranged in size from 27 to 599 function points and from 600 to 28,700 hours. Productivity measures ranged from 9.7 to 47.9 hours per function point. The mean was 18.3 hours per function point. In 1981, 14 projects ranged in size from 22 to 435 function points and 85 to 10,600 hours. Productivity measures ranged from 2.1 to 23.4 hours per function point with a mean of 9.4 (4:649). The interesting effect revealed in Behrens' research is that when unit costs are plotted against function points, the line of best fit is curving upward. The interpretation is that "as projects become larger, their unit costs become higher as shown in Figure 2, suggesting that everything else being equal, small projects are more productive than large projects" (4:649).

![Figure 2. Behren's Research](image)

Darlene Brown described methods of calculating productivity using function points and included maintenance activities. She chose a labor-month as the unit of time and calculated the ratio of function points delivered to the number of labor-months. She divided maintenance into two groups, enhancement activities and support activities. The difference between the two is that enhancement changes the functions while support does not change the functions but effort is spent to satisfy some user need. The measure for enhancement productivity is the change rate and for support is the support rate (8:27-28). Darlene Brown discusses the use of productivity rates as a means of predicting future work efforts. She distinguishes forecasts by new development, enhancement, and support. For each case she says that after the analyst has determined the number of function points that will be developed, enhanced, or supported, a simple
multiplication of the appropriate rate times the function points will give the number of labor months to do the job (8:30).

Several authors advocate that software metrics and estimation techniques should be tailored for a specific site. Ian Sommerville states that "the parameters associated with different models are highly organizational dependent" (31:516). Tom DeMarco offers the insight that, "software metrics cannot be treated as off-the-shelf products, and that organizations that adapt techniques and measures for their own use always seem to come out ahead" (10:160). Bryan Ratcliff and Anthony Rollo say that due to an organization's development paradigm function point analysis "will require substantial tailoring to fit an operational development framework" (26:80). Michiel van Genuchten conducted a survey of software engineers opinions as to why software projects are delayed and found that "the reasons were specific to the engineering environment in question because of differences among the software engineers, the type of software developed, and the organization of the department" (37:585).

June Verner and Graham Tate describe a case study for a development project that used a 4GL called ALL. The goal was to quickly build an information system for a correspondence school. They used function point analysis to estimate the size of the project, then they converted the function points to COBOL and adjusted for the presumed benefit of using a 4GL. They underestimated actual effort by 23 percent, but underestimated the schedule by only 3 percent (38:15-22). The results suggest that the analysts had a consistent measure of software size using function points before the code development.

Graham Low and Ross Jefery report that their studies indicate that "function points appear to be a more consistent a priori measure of system size than lines of code" (19:71). Low and Jefery report the results of an empirical research project into the consistency and limitations of function points as an a priori measure of system size compared to the traditional lines of code measure (19:64). They discuss some lines of code (LOC) attributes and variations and then state that using LOCs requires an "a priori estimate of system size based on past experience of the person performing the estimate with similar projects and/or systems" (19:64). The researchers go on to say that to the best of their knowledge "the consistency of LOCs as an a priori measure of system size has not been tested" (19:64).

The concept of counting function points has been studied extensively, but not without criticism. Boehm notes that function points suffer in terms of clarity and objectivity (6:482). Charles Symons analyzed the use of function points on some large projects and reported some problems with ambiguity. He devised a new approach called Mark II function points (32:5).
II.4 Symons' Mark II Function Points

Symons thinks that Albrecht's components are difficult to identify in a relational database environment, and difficult to interpret for on-line interactive transactions on the same screen. He questions how Albrecht arrived at the weights and levels of complexity when counting unadjusted function points. Symons does not think that the list of 14 environmental factors is exhaustive and that each of them should not carry the same degrees of influence. Also, he criticizes the lack of a measure of the internal processing complexity and the treatment of system components as discrete rather than integrated (33:18–22).

Symons has augmented the function point concept and calls it Mark II function points. It is based on a similar premise of measuring functionality as Albrecht's function points, except that Symons' method is more oriented towards development effort, than user value. Instead of five categories, Symons has three: inputs, entities, and outputs. The input and output categories also include Albrecht's interface category. For the new entity category, he applies entity-relationship analysis. For the purpose of counting function points, entities can be thought of as a combination of Albrecht's files and inquiries.

Identifying the complexity of each component is addressed by "counting the number of entity-types referenced by the transaction-type" (32:5). Referenced means created, updated, read, or deleted. The entity model in Figure 3 shows how entity types relate to each other and the lines with three prongs at one end indicate a one-to-many relationship between entities, (for example, a single customer can be associated with many orders).

![Entity Model](image)

Figure 3. Entity Model (33:26)
Symons' 'transaction' construct, is "a unique input/process/output combination triggered by a unique event of interest to the user, or need to retrieve information" (33:23). Table 2 shows an example of function points counts by transaction. Based on the tabulations of inputs, outputs, and entities, the Mark II formula

\[ UFP = W_I \times N_I + W_E \times N_E + W_O \times N_O, \]  

where

- \( N_I \) = the number of input data element types,
- \( W_I \) = weight of an input data element type,
- \( N_E \) = number of entity-type references,
- \( W_E \) = weight of an entity-type reference,
- \( N_O \) = number of output data element types,
- \( W_O \) = weight of an output data element type, and
- \( N_I, N_E, \) and \( N_O \) are each summed over all transaction-types (33:30).

Symons added five environmental factors to Albrecht's 14. The additional five factors are the needs: to interface with other applications, for special security features, to provide direct access for third parties, for documentation requirements, and for special user training facilities, such as a training subsystem. (32:7). These additional five factors added to Albrecht's 14 create a total of 19 factors. An additional 20th
factor emerged later, as the need to define, select, and install special hardware or software uniquely for the application (32:7). Symons calls these factors the degrees of influence (DI).

After analyzing 32 systems, Symons obtained weights which he calls the 'Industry Average Set': $W_I=0.58$, $W_E=1.66$, $W_O=0.26$ (33:30). The resulting unadjusted function points (UFP) formula is:

$$ UFP = 0.58 \times N_I + 1.66 \times N_E + 0.26 \times N_O $$

The function point (FP) count is adjusted by the sum of the degrees of influence in the technical complexity adjustment (TCA) (33:80):

$$ TCA = 0.65 + 0.005 \times \sum DI $$

$$ FP = UFP \times TCA $$

Capers Jones has praise and criticism for the Mark II Function Points defined by Symons. Jones thinks that Symons' idea of counting entities and relationships adds a new dimension of rigor to function point counting. However, he also thinks that Symons' shift away from Albrecht's user value basis to a development effort basis is a step backwards. Jones also says that Mark II Function Points can result in counts that are up to 30% higher than Albrecht's function points (18:97).

II.5 Jones' Feature Points

A technique called feature points was created by Capers Jones. He supplements function points as defined by Albrecht with a sixth parameter for real-time and systems software, by categorizing the complexity of the algorithms (18:9). There are many definitions of algorithms, but for the purpose of counting, Jones states that "an algorithm is a bounded computational problem which is included within a specific computer program" (18:84). He also says the process of assigning the complexity of algorithms is ad hoc and is in need of a rigorous taxonomy.

The new algorithmic parameter is assigned a weight ranging from one to ten with a default weight of three. Also, the weight for logical data files from Albrecht's average value of ten is reduced to seven, reflecting the lesser significance of logical files to systems software. Including algorithmic considerations generates higher feature point counts for systems software than for MIS software. Symons praises Jones for introducing a measure of algorithmic complexity, but warns that it is difficult to establish standard categories.
of algorithms: "Much work has been done to introduce measures for the complexity of algorithms, but the data to measure their 'size' are not generally available early in the system life in a form suitable for a function point metric" (33:42).

II.6 Halstead’s Software Science

An assembly language programmer named Maurice Halstead developed a metric he called software science. He wanted to count: the number of errors, the effort to understand a program, and the effort to encode a program (3:1–2). He based his counts on operators and operands. First, size is computed:

- $n_1 = \text{unique operators},$
- $n_2 = \text{unique operands},$
- $n = n_1 + n_2,$
- $N_1 = \text{total operators},$
- $N_2 = \text{total operands},$
- size $N = N_1 + N_2.$

Halstead then used this size computation to develop a formula for the volume, $V$, which characterizes the encoding necessary for a particular program. He also defined potential volume, $V^*$, as the minimum encoding of a program, but he offered no formula for $V^*$ (3:1–2).

$$V = N \times \log_2 n$$

He used $V$ and $V^*$ to characterize the level of abstraction of a program, $L$, but since the value $V^*$ is not available, an approximation for $L$ was devised:

$$\hat{L} = \frac{2}{n_1} \times \frac{n_2}{N_2}$$

Halstead also characterized the effort, $E$, to understand a program as the number of 'elementary mental discriminations' divided by the level of abstraction, implying that the more abstract the program, the easier it was to understand:

$$E = \frac{N \log_2 n}{L}, \text{ estimated by } \hat{E} = \frac{N \log_2 n}{\hat{L}} = \frac{V}{\hat{L}}$$

Based on an article by a psychologist that said humans process between five and 22 elementary mental discriminations per second, Halstead's experiments seemed to confirm that hypothesis with a value of 18.
Consequently, he used the value to compute the time, \( T \), to encode a program:

\[
T = \frac{\hat{E}}{S} = \frac{\hat{E}}{18}
\]  

II.7 McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity

Thomas McCabe devised a measurement, \( v(G) \), for characterizing the difficulty of testing software and it is called 'cyclomatic complexity':

\[
v(G) = e - n + 2p
\]

The letter \( G \) is a graph representing the paths of flow in a program, \( e \) is the number of edges in the graph, \( n \) is the number of nodes, and \( p \) is the number of fully connected components (20:308). A rule of thumb is that a cyclomatic number greater than 10 characterizes a program that will be difficult to test. However, 'case' statements tend to drive up the cyclomatic number, and they are subjectively considered an abstraction that makes programs easier to understand (and therefore easier to test). Despite the apparent simplifying effect of case statements, they create many paths that require consideration for testing purposes, and so the high cyclomatic number does characterize that testing problem.

II.8 Other Sizing Methods

There are a variety of other measures of software. Henry and Lewis present "an experiment that introduces a non-destructive method for integrating metrics into a large-scale commercial software development environment" (16:89). They discuss three categories of metrics: code, structure, and hybrid metrics. Code metrics typically measure the source code instruction within a single module and have limited value for the total software system. "Structure metrics concentrate on the overall structure of a software system by evaluating the inter-connectivity among procedures" (16:90). Henry and Lewis used structure metrics called Kafura's information flow and Belady's cluster metric.

Henry and Kafura characterized the complexity of an entire system of interacting modules (15:510-518). They count the flows into and out of a module as fan-ins and fan-outs. The information flow (IF) metric is based on the fan-in and fan-out of the modules, and the length of the module
is some complexity metric of the measurer's choice. The information flow (IF) is:

$$\text{IF} = \text{length} \times (\text{fanin} \times \text{fanout})$$

(12)

Henry and Lewis also discussed hybrid metrics which are code and structure metrics combined. They call the heart of their structure metrics the communication database because it "identifies communication lines among modules" (16:90). This is similar to a data dictionary. Their communication database is "used to inform a system developer of the proper order in which to rebuild the components of a system, based on the use of specific modules by other modules" (16:91). This is critical information for estimating the scope and effort of a work order, because a change to one module may require a change to other modules that use the first one being changed.

Another aggregate metric is measured across time. Henk Blanken discusses "query processing in a database management system (DBMS) that has complete control over versioned complex objects" (5:1). These objects are called complex because in addition to the complex relationships between data structures, complex objects record a history of the changes to the object. From the point of view of someone who manages the software configuration of modules, such a database could store source code and the history of changes to it. Blanken discusses what he calls 'as-of-queries' and 'walk-through-time' queries (5:2). An as-of-query retrieves information that was current as of a certain time and date. The more relevant query for this literature review is the walk-through-time (WTT) query. He states that a WTT query could be constructed "by generating an as-of query for each moment of change" (5:2).

II.9 Estimating Effort and Schedule

Software cost estimating models have a reputation of being inaccurate. Boehm rates a software cost estimation model as good if it is within 20 percent of actual costs 70 percent of the time, within classes of projects that were used to calibrate the model (6:32). The predictions are based primarily on the size of the project, along with a variety of other factors. John Rakos states that "there are only two factors that affect the duration of a task: the complexity of the task and the productivity of the personnel performing it" (25:132). Most models like COCOMO allow a personnel factor to be characterized and submitted as input to the model. Considering the interpersonal dynamics involved in software development, a team of programmers can have a performance response different from another team, so it seems reasonable for an
organization that is tailoring its own model, to track the performance of specific teams as if they were individuals. Humphrey reports a method for projecting software productivity by collecting data for specific individuals or for a specific group of individuals working together as a team. He also points out that individuals' productivity follows the individual's learning curve, and so successive development times are autocorrelated. He cautions that the collected data is unique to an individual or team:

It should be emphasized, however, that if the database concerns the productivity experience of one programmer, the projected productivity values are only valid for that individual. If team projections are desired, relevant team experience data should be used (17:196).

Lawrence Putnam defined methodologies for estimating effort and schedule for software projects with different numbers of programmers. He describes small, and medium to large projects, with medium projects having four or more people. Putnam says that there is enough similarity in the group problem-solving process that groups of four or more people tend to have similar problem solving responses regardless of team composition. However, for a small group of one, two, or three people, there is greater variation in problem solving response from group to group due to individual differences (24:216).

II.10 Summary

The quality of a prediction can be no better than the quality of the inputs to the prediction process. Existing software effort estimation models use size as the primary input. This review focused on software size measurements such as lines of code and function points. The essential difference between LOCs and function points is that LOCs measure the solution to a software requirement, while function points measure the functionality in the requirement itself regardless of how many LOCs were created. Other popular sizing methods focus more toward measuring the complexity of software based on some form of software unit interrelationships.

In addition to size, many environmental factors are quantified as inputs to effort estimation models. These factors are intended to characterize the uniqueness of a given software organization for software cost estimating tools intended for industry wide use. Finally, case studies were reviewed that explored the problem of establishing programmer productivity and predicting project duration.
III. Measurement Methodology

III.1 Overview

Data collection methods were developed to satisfy the research objective: to estimate the expected support effort and schedule given the size of an Oracle database software support request. This chapter addresses the investigative questions related to software support sizing, effort, and schedule measurement:

- What is the most meaningful software size measure?
- How much effort and schedule are required for given levels of support?

The guiding principles for selecting a meaningful sizing method is to collect data in a way that is:

1. unambiguous and
2. easily estimated before the project begins.

In Chapter Two, Rakos noted that software project estimating depends upon breaking software into small pieces, but if the pieces are too small the project staff could spend an inordinate amount of time trying to identify every last piece. The benefit of fine granularity should not come at a cost that is a large proportion of the project itself. Consequently, there is a trade-off between having less ambiguity in the sizing definition at the same time as easy estimation before the project begins.

III.2 Software Unit of Measure

Oracle SQL*Forms and SQL*Reports have little if any algorithmic complexity, and consequently all of the various complexity metrics are of little use. Since SQL*Forms and SQL*Reports are represented by source lines of code, a look at LOC counting was warranted. Upon closer examination LOCs are not very meaningful. First, they are very ambiguous as highlighted by Capers Jones, and Barry Boehm even says that, "source instructions are not a uniform commodity, nor are they the essence of the desired product" (6:32). In fact, they are even less meaningful in the case of SQL*Forms, because the LOCs are normally machine generated and possibly unseen by the programmer. The literature indicates that, before the project begins, it is easier to estimate function points than LOCs (19:1). The close association of function points with the functionality required of the software increased its appeal as an independent variable characterizing software size. However, the ambiguous separation of inquiries and interfaces from inputs and outputs as defined by Albrecht leaves a lot of room for erroneous categorization, and is therefore less objective. Capers
Jones points out that although Dreger's book successfully establishes consistent rules for counting function points, Dreger varies from the way Albrecht counts. "Notably, Dreger tends to accumulate slightly more kinds of things for inputs, outputs, and inquiries than would be normal when using the regular (Albrecht) IBM method" (18:98–99). Besides, having to master all the rules that fill a book is not a good candidate for making easy size estimates before the project begins. Also, Albrecht's category for logical files is not easily applied to relational databases. Symons list other ambiguities. He notices a problem with on-line, interactive transactions, where the same screen processes inputs and outputs, and he asks several questions:

- Is the screen to be counted as an input or output or both?
- Are the logical file references (which we need to know for determining complexity) made from the input or the output, or both?
- Is a retrieve-before-update the same as an inquiry? (33:19)

Of all the sizing techniques reviewed, Mark II function points appear to be both unambiguous and easy to estimate before a project begins. For these reasons, Symons' distinct categorization of inputs, outputs, and entities will be used.

III.3 Oracle Software Measurement

The first step is to identify the Mark II inputs, entities, and outputs involved with a given Software Enhancement Request (SER). Inputs comprise that part of the software associated with display preparation and data entry validation. Outputs are associated with preparation for display or printing. Entities involve all work between the inputs and outputs, such as database accesses and data manipulations (33:87). Symons summarizes:

The task then is to find properties of the input, process, and output components of each logical transaction type which are easily identifiable at the stage of external design of the systems, are intelligible to the user, and can be calibrated so that the weights for each of the components are based on practical experience (32:4).

For the Oracle database management system, SQL*Forms and SQL*Reports components were mapped to function points as defined by Symons. A trigger step is associated with data entry validation and cursor movement, so it was mapped to Mark II inputs. A SQL*Report did not have inputs counted since it is not used for data entry into the database. SQL*Forms are based on fields that define how the output will look, so fields were counted as Mark II outputs. SQL*Reports use 'select' statements to
extract database entries for subsequent output, so 'select' statements were mapped to Mark II outputs. SQL*Forms have one or more blocks that are based on database tables or entities, and are used to retrieve and manipulate data. The blocks were counted as Mark II entities. SQL*Reports are also based on tables, so tables count as Mark II entities. A single SQL*Form itself was counted as a Mark II transaction, as was a SQL*Report. This mapping Mark II function points to Oracle components shown in Table 3 satisfies both guiding principles for selecting a measurement technique stated in the overview:

1. unambiguous and
2. easily estimated before the project begins.

Table 3
Mapping Oracle Components to Mark II Function Points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark II Terminology</th>
<th>SQL*Forms Terminology</th>
<th>SQL*Reports Terminology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transaction</td>
<td>A form</td>
<td>A report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Trigger-step</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td>Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Select</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, blocks, fields, and trigger-steps are sufficiently unambiguous that one cannot be confused with the other. Second, the mapping allows for easy estimates because the programmer can characterize software size in terms of familiar and meaningful Oracle components. The programmers provided the function points count after both the analysis and the design were completed. The environmental factors are considered stable and not varying across projects, and so were not used to adjust the function points. An illustration of the functional model for counting is shown in Table 4, which revises Table 2 on page 15 in Chapter Two by substituting SQL*Forms and SQL*Reports terminology, with the Mark II terminology:
### Table 4

**SQL*Forms and SQL*Reports Function Point Count**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SQL<em>FORMS or SQL</em>REPORTS</th>
<th>TRIGGER-STEPS (inputs)</th>
<th>BLOCKS or TABLES (entities)</th>
<th>FIELDS or SELECTS (outputs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add_Customer (transactions)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquire_Stock</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add_Header</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add_Item</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquire_Quantity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report_Stock</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>84</strong></td>
<td><strong>18</strong></td>
<td><strong>56</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III.4 Effort and Schedule Measurement

Symons measures effort and schedule in units of work-hours and calendar-weeks. He defines work-hours as "one hour of work by one person, including normal personal breaks, but excluding major breaks such as for lunch" (33:84). The programmers recorded the number of hours spent exclusively on a given project per person. Any hours spent on activities other than the project were not included in the project’s work-hours. For a two-person team, the team’s work-hours were the sum of each programmer’s hours. The measurements were accurate to one tenth of an hour.

The programmers recorded the number of calendar-weeks from the day the project began to its completion. The count of calendar-weeks included work on the project and any other demands upon the programmers. The count of weeks was for the project and did not vary by team composition as did the measurement of work-hours. The measurements are accurate to one tenth of a five-day week, or about half of a day.

### III.5 Data Collection Program

A data collection program is listed in Appendix H, and was written to assist with data collection in two ways. First, the program will simply prompt for the size of the software support characterized in
terms of Mark II function points that are added, changed, or deleted. Second, the program provides the option of ‘sizing by analogy’ in the case of an entirely new transaction being added. Sizing by analogy was accomplished by scanning Oracle DBMS data dictionary reports. An example of a data dictionary report is listed in Appendix F. The data collection program is written in the Ada language. The program could have been written using SQL*Reports, thereby directly accessing the data dictionary at the same time as providing automated assistance with sizing and estimating. However, the expressiveness and generality of the language was uncertain at the beginning of the development of the program. With Ada, the development was uneventful due to the availability of a debugged library of reusable, generic components known as the Booch Components (7:71).

For purposes of sizing by analogy, the SQL*Forms source code will be reduced to the parts essential for counting, using a DEC VAX DCL command file listed in Appendix E, that invokes a regular expression parser, ‘fgrep’. The parser reads search patterns from the file fp2.re, also in Appendix E. If any lines in the data dictionary report contain the search patterns, then those lines are written to a different file for the function point counting portion of the data collection program to read. An example of reduced source code for a SQL*Form is in Appendix E, and shows trigger steps, blocks, and fields. Symons suggests computing “Mark II unadjusted function points automatically from a functional model of a system stored for example in a data dictionary” (32:10). The output from an Oracle SQL*Reports program in Appendix G for extracting a functional model from the data dictionary is the input to the regular expression parser that reduces the data dictionary report.

When an analyst receives a software engineering request, analysis is performed and the extent of changes necessary are identified and collected. The analyst first invokes the Digital Equipment Corporation VAX/VMS control language command file that reduces the size of the source code reports to be used for estimating by analogy. When sizing by analogy, the data entry program will scan the reduced SQL*Forms source listing for Mark II function points. The software support requested by the SER will be broken out into additions, changes and deletions of inputs, processes, outputs and entire forms and/or reports. The data collection program will provide a prompt for sizing, estimating or reporting actual results. After choosing the sizing option, the analyst enters a one to five digit SER number, and each member of the team working on this particular SER. A brief explanation is displayed, requesting forms or reports to be added, changed or deleted to support the SER.

- Added means creating a completely new form or report.
• **Changed** means that within an existing form (or report), blocks, fields, and/or steps (or tables and selects) will be added, changed or deleted.

• **Deleted** means completely deleting an existing form or report.

The analyst is now prompted for one or more of the software support actions for one or more forms. If the analyst chooses to enter forms that need to be added, an explanation appears telling that the form size will be estimated by analogy to an existing form with which analyst is familiar. If the analyst chooses to enter existing forms that need to be changed or deleted, then prompts appear to receive the names of those forms. The program then displays a message telling the analyst that it is scanning the forms to count Mark II function points, and then prompts for changes within the forms that were identified as requiring changes.

First the program asks how many trigger steps, blocks or fields will be added. Next, it asks how many trigger steps, blocks, or fields will be changed. Last, how many trigger steps, blocks, or fields will be deleted. The program then returns to the main menu and at this point the analyst selects the Estimate option. The screen displays the size of the current SER in terms of Mark II function points. At the main prompt, the analyst can enter a question mark and receive elaboration of the data entry process. After the SER is completed, the analyst reports work-hours spent on changes and testing, and calendar weeks elapsed during changes and testing.

III.6 Summary

To satisfy the research objective, the method of answering the investigative questions related to software support sizing, effort, and schedule measurement is described in this chapter. As a result of the literature review the chosen software size measure is Mark II function points. The reason for this choice is that Mark II function points are both unambiguous and easy to estimate before a project begins, and meaningfully correspond to the software support requirement. The environmental factors within SCV are considered stable and not varying across projects, and were not used to adjust the function points. Mark II function points are mapped to Oracle database software components in SQL*Forms and SQL*Reports. Software assisted with data collection and sizing by analogy, using the data dictionary reports produced by an Oracle SQL*Reports program used by the SCV programmers.
IV. Estimating Methodology

IV.1 Overview

Several models for predicting project effort and schedule were constructed to satisfy the research objective: to estimate the expected software support effort and schedule given the size of an Oracle database software support request. This chapter addresses the investigative question related to estimating: What is the relationship between the size and effort or schedule? In addition to the selection of Mark II function points as the software unit of measure, Symons' terminology for effort and schedule units were also used, namely, work-hours and calendar-weeks (33:140–142). Descriptive statistics were used to focus the regression analysis. The software used for analysis was the Statistical Analysis System (SAS). Within SAS a procedure known as PROC CHART provided histograms for the data (28:69–95) and PROC REG performed the regression computations (29:773–876).

Having chosen Mark II function points as the metric, it would have been convenient to use a commercial off-the-shelf cost-estimation tool based on Mark II function points. A company named Strategic Systems Technology provides just such a software cost-estimating tool called Before You Leap II, or BYL II. Symons cites it for its ease of use and flexibility (33:177). Unfortunately, BYL II was not available for this research.

IV.2 Population

The populations of interest depend on the composition of the programming teams. If one individual is working on the project, then the population of interest is the individual's response to the size of the software support requested as measured in Mark II function points. If two individuals are working on the team, then the population of interest is the response for that particular pair of programmers. For a project requiring two programmers, the need for interpersonal communication and coordination adds an additional activity to the effort, and therefore a different population of responses than for a single programmer.
IV.3 Descriptive Analysis

The descriptive analysis tabulates and summarizes the observed teams' responses to given levels of software support requests as measured by Mark II function points. The response is measured in work-hours expended within a schedule of calendar weeks. The statistical software procedure SAS PROC CHART created histograms of the data collected, which are listed in Appendix A. Also, scatter plots graphically display the relationship between function points and effort or schedule.

IV.4 Regression Analysis

A regression analysis was performed to determine the nature of the relationship between the predictor (Mark II function points) and the response (effort and schedule) by means of a least squares best fit (LSBF) regression line. Figure 4 illustrates a simple regression plot relating function points to effort.

![Figure 4. Effort vs. Function Points Plot](image-url)
IV.5 Indicator Variables

To allow for different teams' responses to the same level of function points, indicator variables denote team composition in the regression models. Four teams (A, B, C, and D) would be denoted with only three indicator variables ($I_1$, $I_2$, and $I_3$):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>$I_1$</th>
<th>$I_2$</th>
<th>$I_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Team D is represented in this model when all three indicator variables are equal to zero. A model with three indicator variables would have to estimate a slope and intercept for each of the four teams, or eight parameters (21:351). With 12 observations though, estimating eight parameters reduces the degrees of freedom to four. Consequently, only one indicator variable was used to denote a two-member team versus a single programmer, preserving eight degrees of freedom for estimating four parameters. The indicator variable assumed the value of one for team D, and zero otherwise. Of the four teams, team D was subjectively determined to have responses likely to differ the most from other teams. Since team D is the only team with more than one programmer it has a line of communication between programmers that the other teams do not have. Teams A, B, and C represent three different individual programmers. These classifications lead to the initial models for effort and schedule.

IV.6 Effort Model

Work-Hours = $\beta_0 + \beta_1ufp + \beta_2I + \beta_3Iufp + e$.

- $I=0$ : Work-Hours = $\beta_0 + \beta_1ufp + e$, for teams A, B, and C.
- $I=1$ : Work-Hours = $(\beta_0 + \beta_2) + (\beta_1 + \beta_3) ufp + e$, for team D.

IV.7 Schedule Model

Calendar-Weeks = $\beta_0 +\beta_1ufp + \beta_2I + \beta_3Iufp + e$.

- $I=0$ : Calendar-Weeks = $\beta_0 + \beta_1ufp + e$, for teams A and B
- $I=1$ : Calendar-Weeks = $(\beta_0 + \beta_2) + (\beta_1 + \beta_3) ufp + e$, for team D.

Several statistics were calculated from the data and compared to the criteria in the following sections.
IV.8 F-Ratio

The risk of a Type I error was controlled at a significance level of 0.10 for the F tests.

- Ho: $\beta_1 = \beta_2 = \beta_3 = 0$
- Ha: not all parameters are zero.

Critical Value: The critical value for the F statistic is $F(\alpha=0.10,p-1,n-p)$.

Decision Rule:
- If $F^* \leq F_{crit}$ then do not reject the null hypothesis.
- If $F^* > F_{crit}$ then reject the null.

IV.9 Parameters

The risk of a Type I error was controlled at a significance level of 0.30 for the t tests.

- Ho: $\beta_1 = 0$, and Ha: $\beta_1 \neq 0$
- Ho: $\beta_2 = 0$, and Ha: $\beta_2 \neq 0$
- Ho: $\beta_3 = 0$, and Ha: $\beta_3 \neq 0$

Critical Value:

The critical value for the t statistic is $t(\alpha=0.30,n-p)$.

Decision Rule:
- If $t^* \leq t_{crit}$ then do not reject the null hypothesis.
- If $t^* > t_{crit}$ then reject the null.

Once a linear model was developed, its specification was assessed. Because of the small number of observations it was not practical to test for heteroscedasticity.

IV.10 Model Specification

A plot of residuals against the independent variable was examined for each model. The nonlinearity of a model was checked by visually inspecting this residual plot for patterns such as the hump in Figure 5, or perhaps a 'U' shape.
IV.11 Distribution of error terms

The assumption of the regression model is that the error terms are normally distributed with a constant variance. With a very small data set it is very difficult to test for these assumptions. The normality of the error terms was evaluated by plotting the residuals from each model as a histogram. If the histogram was reasonably symmetrical, residuals were assumed to be normal.

IV.12 Outliers

With respect to $X$:

The hat matrix statistic was used to detect outliers with respect to the independent variable. The SAS PROC REG computes the hat matrix, which expresses fitted values as a linear combination of the dependent variables using the elements of the hat matrix $H = X(X'X)^{-1}X'$. The diagonal elements of the hat matrix ($h_{ii}$) are called leverage values. A leverage value indicates whether the i-th case is distant from the center of all independent variable observations. The leverage is considered large if $h_{ii} > 2 \times \frac{1}{n}$, where $\frac{1}{n} = \frac{p}{n}$, so $h_{ii} > \frac{2p}{n}$ indicates an outlier (21:395-396).

With respect to $Y$:

The SAS PROC REG provides studentized deleted residuals, which were analyzed to detect outliers with respect to the dependent variable. Studentized deleted residuals with absolute values $> t(\alpha, n-p-1)$, were considered extreme outliers at a level of significance of $\alpha=0.05$. 

Figure 5. Residual plot against independent variable
IV.13 Influential Outliers

The next step is to ascertain the influence of outlying observations, using the statistic DFFITS, provided by SAS PROC REG. The DF stands for difference, and DFFITS is the difference between:

1. the fitted value for the i-th case when all n cases are used in fitting the regression function and
2. the fitted value for the i-th case obtained when the i-th case is omitted in fitting the regression function.

It is standardized so that the value $(DFFITS)_i$ for the i-th data point represents roughly the number of estimated standard deviations that the fitted value changes when the i-th case is removed from the data set (21:401):

\[
(DFFITS)_i = \frac{Y_i - \hat{Y}_{i(i)}}{\sqrt{MSE_{i(i)}h_{ii}}}
\]  

(14)

If the influence statistics exceed established cutoff values, further investigation is warranted. For small data sets, the observation is considered influential if $DFFITS > 1$. If observations tested as influential, an in-depth analysis was performed to determine if the outlier was the result of measurement error or some other distortion, otherwise a cursory analysis was done.

When a linear regression model is fitted to a data set with a small number of observations and an outlier is present, the fitted regression may be so distorted by the outlier that the residual plot suggests a lack of fit of the linear regression model in addition to flagging the outlier (21:122–123).

IV.14 Collinearity

Collinearity is a problem arising from two or more independent variables being highly correlated with each other, and are coincidentally explaining the same total sum of the squares. "The overall question when testing for collinearity is: what is the significance of the relations among the predictors?" (27:37) When predictors are correlated, the regression coefficient of any predictor depends on which other predictors are included in the model, and which are left out. Four key questions that can be answered easily if predictors are uncorrelated:

1. What is the relative importance of the effects of different predictor variables?
2. What is the magnitude of the effect of a given predictor on the response variable?
3. Can we drop one or more predictors without significantly affecting the explanatory power of the presumed model?

4. Should any other predictors be included in our model? (27:37)

Condition numbers, tolerance (TOL), and $R^2$ were examined for indications of collinearity. There are actually two measures of $R^2$. The more common one is in the ANOVA table and it is based on the dependent variable $Y$ as a function of the independent variables, or $Y = f(X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4)$, and it will be denoted as $R^2_{Y,X}$. For the purposes of collinearity diagnosis, another coefficient of determination is used which is based on the independent variable in question being a function of the other independent variables, or $X_1 = f(X_2, X_3, X_4)$, and it will be denoted as $R^2_{X,Y}$.

Collinearity and tolerance diagnostics examined indicators of correlation among independent variables, using the SAS PROC REG options TOL and COLLINOINT (collinearity with no intercept column in the design matrix). Collinearity exists if a condition number is greater than one. If the condition number $> 10$, then the model may be adversely affected by collinearity. The TOL option requests the tolerance values for the parameter estimates based on $R^2_{X,Y}$. With $TOL = 1 - R^2_{X,Y}$, a TOL $< 0.10$ may indicate that collinearity is influencing the least square estimates. The coefficient of determination from the ANOVA table, $R^2_{Y,X}$, was compared against $R^2_{X,Y} = 1 - TOL$. If $R^2_{Y,X} < R^2_{X,Y}$, then collinearity was determined to be present.

IV.15 Prediction Intervals

A new observation of work-hours or calendar-weeks corresponding to a given level of function points is viewed as the result of a new trial, independent of the trials on which the regression analysis is based. Prediction of a new observation is subject to:

- variation in possible locations of the distribution of work-hours or calendar-weeks, and
- variation within the probability distribution of work-hours or calendar-weeks (21:81).

Since the true mean response is unknown, with $\alpha = 0.20$ the point estimator $\hat{Y}_h$ will be used to construct a prediction interval:

$$\hat{Y}_h - t_{\alpha,n-p} \times s_{\hat{Y}_h} \leq Y_1 \leq \hat{Y}_h + t_{\alpha,n-p} \times s_{\hat{Y}_h}$$

(15)
IV.16 Summary

Data was collected and is displayed in Appendix A along with descriptive statistics from SAS PROCs CHART and REG. The programmers' effort and schedule responses to a given level of support were modeled with indicator variables. After an assessment was made of the model specification, each model was tested. Then a final effort and schedule model was chosen and assessed.
V. Analysis

V.1 Descriptive

The observations listed in Appendix A on page 58 were collected from all personnel available to participate in the research. In addition to the enlisted programmer turnovers, the SCV software support environment transitioned to a new contractor organization during this data collection. The previous support contract was terminated and a new company began supporting the AFIT Oracle baseline at about the time data collection began. As a consequence, Oracle database support activity was below normal throughout the data collection period. The data include Mark II function points supported by a particular Software Enhancement Request and the number of work hours expended by the team towards coding and testing the SER during a period of calendar-weeks. The data was collected per programming team, per project. Twelve observations were collected from AFIT/SCV personnel during the period April through June 1992 and are summarized in Table 9 in Appendix A on page 58. Three of the observations were for teams comprised of two enlisted programmers, and nine were for individuals. Three of the observations were for a single contractor, and the rest were for enlisted programmers. Five were for SQL*Forms support and seven for SQL*Reports. A cursory inspection of the data showed some anomalies in the schedule observations. Team C appeared to have a consistently higher response to a given level of function points than the other teams. The observations are considered accurate because the data collection was carefully conducted. The significant difference in the team C response can be attributed to the fact that team C was interrupted frequently during period of time when the new company was settling into the SCV environment. These unique interruptions are special causes of variation and are not likely to recur. The team C schedule response will be deleted for the purpose of building a schedule model. The effort observations for team C will not be deleted because in spite of the interruptions, the applied effort was not unusual.

V.2 Regression

The SAS procedure 'REG' was used to test the models for predicting effort in work-hours and schedule in calendar-weeks based on the number of function points supported. Based on preliminary analysis, an indicator variable was introduced for quantifying the two cases as described in Chapter Four. The indicator variable (1) takes on the value of one for the observations of team D, and zero otherwise.
V.3 Effort Model

V.3.1 Descriptive Statistics

There were 12 observations used to build this model. The effort model describes the relationship between the predictor level of function points and the effort response in work-hours. Most of the observations are at a level of 10 function points or less as shown in the histogram in Appendix A on page 58. The scatter plot on page 60 highlights the preponderance of data at 10 function points or less. There is a generally linear appearance to the relationship between function points and work-hours, but with only two observations greater than 10 function points the possibility of a nonlinear relationship exists. For the purposes of this research a linear relationship is assumed.

V.3.2 Indicator Variables

The values of the indicator variables are:

- $I = 0$ if team A, B, or C, (single programmers).
- $I = 1$ if team D (two programmers).

MODEL: $Work\text{Hours} = 0.538052 + 1.992678 \times ufp - 10.814188 \times I + 2.175083 \times I_{ufp}$ (16)

Team A, B, C: $Work\text{Hours} = 0.538052 + 1.992678 \times ufp$ (17)

Team D: $Work\text{Hours} = -10.276136 + 4.167761 \times ufp$ (18)

![Figure 6. Effort Model Regression Lines](image-url)
V.3.3 Coefficient of Determination

In Appendix B.1 on page 62 the $R^2$ value for this model was 0.9759, which indicates that 97.6 percent of the estimating error when the estimate is based on the mean response is explained by the relationship between hours and function points.

V.3.4 F-Ratio

Critical Value: The critical value for the F statistic is $F(\alpha=0.10,3,8)=2.92$ (21:636).

Decision: The $F^*$ value in the ANOVA table in Appendix B is 108.136 which is greater than 2.92, so reject the null hypothesis.

Claim: The probability of obtaining an F-ratio greater than 108.136 if hours was not a function of UFP is less than 0.0001. The relationship appears to be very significant.

V.3.5 Parameter Tests

Critical Value: The critical value for the t statistic is $t(\alpha=0.30,8)=1.108$ (21:630).

Decision: The values of the t-statistics and p-values for the parameters from the ANOVA table, and the decisions for each parameter are summarized in Table 5. The least significant regression coefficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERM</th>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>t STATISTIC</th>
<th>p VALUE</th>
<th>DECISION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ufp</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>11.688</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>Reject $H_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>1.545</td>
<td>0.1609</td>
<td>Reject $H_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iufp</td>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>5.818</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>Reject $H_0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

was $\beta_2$ which was significant at the 0.16 level of confidence which exceeds the criterion value of 0.30 by a comfortable margin.
V.3.6 Model Specification

Residual plots against the independent variables in Appendix B.2 on page 63 did not reveal any patterns that would indicate a nonlinear relationship.

V.3.7 Distribution of the Error Terms

The error distribution for the effort model in Appendix B.2 shows some skewness to the right. With only 12 observations, however, it is not certain whether or not the error terms are normally distributed. For this model a normal distribution is assumed.

V.3.8 Outliers

The criterion value for identifying outliers with respect to \( X \) for this model is \( \frac{2r}{n} = \frac{2 \times 4}{12} = 0.75 \). From Appendix B.3, observations three and nine had leverage values of 0.97612 and 0.99824 respectively, exceeding the criteria. These observations have the two largest function point values, 50.62 and 32.36 respectively. The next largest observation had 9.8 function points.

The criterion value for identifying outliers with respect to \( Y \) using RSTUDENT for this model was \( t(\alpha=0.05, 7) = 2.365 (21:630) \). Only observation six exceeds this criterion with a value of 2.40519. Observation six had only 1.92 function points but yet took 17.8 hours to complete. This was a large number of hours for the small number of function points. The next largest RSTUDENT was observation three with only 1.4447, which is not a significant value.

V.3.9 Influential Outliers

The outliers examined for influence are three, six, and nine. From Appendix B.3, observations three and nine had DFFITS values much greater than the criterion value of one (9.2372 and 31.9071 respectively). These were the two observations identified as extreme outliers with respect to \( X \) and observations three and nine have the two highest upf counts. If they were to be removed from the data, the estimating equation would change significantly. Since the software size measurement in function points was exact and any effort measurement error was likely negligible, observations three and nine were not removed for building the model. Observation six, the outlier with respect to \( Y \) has a DFFITS value close to one (0.9597), but does not appear to be an influential outlier, and it is a valid although perhaps rare observation. No valid reason was found for removing any of the outliers.
V.3.10 Collinearity

In Appendix B.3, the largest condition number was 2.65931, which is significantly less than the criterion value of 10. The smallest tolerance value was 0.4371 for IUPP. This means that when regressing IUPP against the remaining independent variables in the model, the $R^2_X$ would be 0.5629. This is not a large value, considering the $R^2_{Y,X}$ for the model is 0.9759. Collinearity does not appear to be a problem in this model.

V.3.11 Prediction Intervals

The prediction intervals for teams A, B, C, and D are listed in Appendix B.4 on page 65. Most of the predicted values exceeded the actual values. The prediction for observation nine was equal to the actual value of 125 work-hours. Observation nine at a level of 32.36 function points is predicted to require 125.4 work-hours plus or minus 12 work-hours, 80 percent of the time. For observation three, the effort response to a level of 50.62 function points was predicted to be 101.4 plus or minus 13.9 work-hours, 80 percent of the time. The prediction for the influential observation three was the next best at 101 work-hours compared to the actual 103 work-hours. The next best was observation 11 at 4 work-hours predicted for 1.7 function points with 3.6 work-hours actually observed. Predictions for levels of function points at observations one, five, and 10 were also acceptable. Observation six which happens to have a very large residual value at 13.4 had an actual value outside of the prediction interval.

The relationship between actual effort response and predicted is plotted in Figure 11 on page 65. It shows many close predictions at low levels of function points and the two close predictions out at the influential points.

V.3.12 Closing

In spite of the small data set, the effort model seems to predict rather well up to 50 function points. The indicator variables produce a two-member team model that show an effort response at a rate slightly more than twice that for the one-member model. This seems to imply that there is inefficiency associated with two programmers collaborating on a project.

This effort model can be used to estimate the effort response up to 50 function points. However, this range includes a gap from 10 to 32 function points that is interpolated by the model, with the possibility
that a nonlinear relationship exists in this interpolated region. Additional data collection in this range will reveal the certainty of model.

V.4 Schedule Model One

V.4.1 Descriptive Statistics

After deleting three observations for team C, there were nine observations used to build this model, and are listed in Appendix A on page 58. This schedule model describes the relationship between the predictor level of function points and the schedule response in calendar weeks. Indicator variables were used to differentiate between single and two-programmer efforts.

As with the effort model, most of the function points are at a level less than 10 with two observations above 10. The histogram in Appendix A.3 shows that the distribution of weeks is somewhat different than hours. Of the nine observations there are six that are less than one week and three greater than three weeks. The two highest values of weeks correspond to the two highest function point levels. The second highest level of function points required the highest response at four calendar-weeks. Observation one has a schedule response of three weeks for only 3.58 function points, because the programmer encountered difficulties scheduling testing with the user.

Looking at the scatter plot in Appendix A.3 without observation one for team A at three weeks depicts a relationship similar to the effort model, but with observation one it looks almost nonlinear. For the purpose of this research a linear relationship is assumed.

V.4.2 Indicator Variables

• \( I = 0 \) if team A or B (single programmer).
• \( I = 1 \) if team D (dual programmers).

MODEL: \( \text{CalendarWeeks} = 0.987992 + 0.038427 \times \text{ufp} - 1.142614 \times I + 0.089399 \times I_{ufp} \) (19)

Team A, B: CalendarWeeks = 0.987992 + 0.038427 \times \text{ufp} \quad (20)

Team D: CalendarWeeks = -0.154622 + 0.127826 \times \text{ufp} \quad (21)
V.4.3 Coefficient of Determination

In Appendix C on page 66, the $R^2_{yx}$ for this model was 0.6894, which indicates that 68.9 percent of the estimating error when the estimate is based on the mean response is explained by the relationship between weeks and function points.

V.4.4 F-Ratio

Critical Value: The critical value for the F statistic is $F(\alpha=0.10,3,5)=3.62 \text{ (21:634)}$.

Decision: The F* value in the ANOVA table in Appendix C is 3.7 which is just greater than 3.62, so reject the null hypothesis.

Claim: The probability of obtaining an F-ratio greater than 3.7 if hours was not a function of UFP is less than 0.0965. The relationship appears to be significant.

V.4.5 Parameter Tests

Critical Value: The critical value for the t statistic is $t(\alpha=0.30,5)=1.156 \text{ (21:630)}$

Decision: The values of the t-statistics and p-values for the parameters from the ANOVA table, and the decisions for each parameter are summarized in Table 6. The least significant regression coefficient was
Table 6
Schedule Model One Parameter Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERM</th>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>t STATISTIC</th>
<th>p VALUE</th>
<th>DECISION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ufp</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>1.616</td>
<td>0.1671</td>
<td>Reject $H_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>1.168</td>
<td>0.2954</td>
<td>Reject $H_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iu fp</td>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>1.788</td>
<td>0.1337</td>
<td>Reject $H_0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\beta_2$ which was significant at the 0.295 level of confidence which barely exceeds the criterion value of 0.30.

V.4.6 Model Specification

Residual plots against the independent variables in Appendix C.2 on page 67, did not reveal any patterns that would indicate a nonlinear relationship.

V.4.7 Distribution of the Error Terms

The error distribution plotted on the same page for the schedule model is skewed right, but with only nine observations it is difficult to ascertain the error distribution. For the purposes of this research a normal error distribution is assumed.

V.4.8 Outliers

The criterion value for identifying outliers with respect to $X$ for this model is $\frac{2\sigma}{\eta} = \frac{2\sigma}{\eta} = 0.89$. In Appendix C.3 on page 68, observations three and nine had leverage values of 0.98297 and 0.99824 respectively, exceeding the criteria. These observations have the two largest function point values, 50.62 and 32.36 respectively. The next largest observation had 9.8 function points.

The criterion value for evaluating outliers with respect to $Y$ using RSTUDENT for this model was $t(\alpha=0.05, 7) = 2.365$. Only observation one exceeds this criterion with a value of 5.47349. Observation one had only 3.58 function points but yet took 3 weeks to complete. This was a large number of weeks for the small number of function points. The next largest RSTUDENT was observation five with only 1.047, which is not a significant value.
V.4.9 Influential Outliers

The outliers examined for influence are one, three, and nine. In Appendix C.3, observations one, three, and nine had DFFITS values much greater than one (2.829, 3.557, and 9.369 respectively). Observations three and nine were identified as extreme outliers with respect to X. If they were to be removed from the data, the estimating equation would change significantly. Observations three and nine have the two highest function point counts. Any effort measurement error was likely negligible and the function point count was exact. Observations three and nine were not removed for building the model. Observation one, the outlier with respect to Y, has a high response to a low level of function points because the programmer encountered difficulties in scheduling testing with the users, so it is valid and will not be removed. No valid reason was found for removing any of the outliers.

V.4.10 Collinearity

In Appendix C.3, the largest condition number was 2.59989, which is significantly less than the criterion value of 10. The smallest tolerance value was 0.4493 for IUFP. This means that when regressing IUFP against the remaining independent variables in the model, the $R^2$ would be 0.5517. Since the $R^2_{Y,X}$ for the model is 0.6894 which is larger than 0.5517, collinearity does not appear to be a problem in this model.

V.4.11 Prediction Intervals

The 80 percent prediction intervals for teams A, B, and D are listed in Appendix C.4 on page 69. About as many of the predicted values were higher than the actual values as they were lower. The prediction for the influential observations three and nine were very close, as well as observation six. The prediction interval for observation three seemed somewhat wide ranging from 1.1 to 4.8 weeks for 50.62 function points. The actual value of observation one, which encountered test schedule difficulties, exceeded the upper bound of the prediction interval. The other observations were in the intervals but all observations except three and nine had negative lower bounds on the prediction interval.

The relationship between actual schedule response and predicted is plotted in Figure 12 on page 69. It shows many close predictions at low levels of function points, and the two influential points are somewhat close to the predicted values.
V.4.12 Closing

Even with a small data set, the schedule model seems to predict fairly well for values of up to 50 function points. The indicator variables produce a two-member team model that show a schedule response at a rate slightly more than three times that for the one-member model. This indicates that there is inefficiency associated with two programmers collaborating on a project.

This model can be used to estimate the schedule response up to 50 function points. However, this range includes a gap from 10 to 32 function points that is interpolated by the model, with the possibility that a nonlinear relationship exists in this interpolated region. Additional data collection in this range will reveal the certainty of model.

Since the 'I' term in Schedule Model One was the least significant at a 0.295 level of confidence, the next model will examine the relationship without the 'I' term.

V.5 Schedule Model 2

V.5.1 Descriptive Statistics

This schedule model describes the relationship between the predictor level of function points and the schedule response in calendar weeks. Only three parameters are estimated in this model, the coefficients of ufp and Iufp, and the intercept. The least significant term, 'I', in Schedule Model One, was dropped for this model.

V.5.2 Indicator Variables

The indicator variables assume the values:
- I = 0 if team A or B (single programmer).
- I = 1 if team D (dual programmers).

MODEL: \( \text{CalendarWeeks} = 0.68226 + 0.046844 \times ufp + 0.049292 \times Iufp \) (22)

Team A, B: \( \text{CalendarWeeks} = 0.68226 + 0.046844 \times ufp \) (23)

Team D: \( \text{CalendarWeeks} = 0.68226 + 0.096136 \times ufp \) (24)
V.5.3 **Coefficient of Determination**

In Appendix D on page 70, the $R^2_{Y,X}$ for this model was 0.6046, which indicates that 60.5 percent of the estimating error when the estimate is based on the mean response is explained by the relationship between calendar-weeks and function points, and this is less than Schedule Model One.

V.5.4 **F-Ratio**

The critical value for the F statistic is $F(\alpha=0.10, 2, 6)=3.46$ (21:634).

Decision: The F* value in the ANOVA table in Appendix D is 4.588 which is greater than 3.46 so reject the null hypothesis.

Claim: The probability of obtaining an F-ratio greater than 4.588 if weeks was not a function of UFP is less than 0.0618. The relationship appears to be significant.

V.5.5 **Parameter Tests**

Critical Value: The critical value for the t statistic is $t(\alpha=0.30, 6)=1.134$ (21:630)

Decision: The values of the t-statistics and p-values for the parameters from the ANOVA table, and the decisions for each parameter are summarized in Table 7:
Table 7
Schedule Model Two Parameter Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERM</th>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>t STATISTIC</th>
<th>p VALUE</th>
<th>DECISION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fup</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>2.007</td>
<td>0.0916</td>
<td>Reject $H_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iufp</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>1.317</td>
<td>0.2358</td>
<td>Reject $H_0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The least significant regression coefficient was $\beta_2$ which was significant at the 0.2358 level of confidence which exceeds the criterion value of 0.30.

V.5.6 Model Specification

Residual plots against the independent variables in Appendix D.2 on page 71 did not reveal any patterns that would indicate a nonlinear relationship.

V.5.7 Distribution of the Error Terms

The histogram on the same page shows a right skew due to observation one, which encountered test schedule differences. With only nine observations it is difficult to tell if the errors are normally distributed. A normal distribution is assumed for the purposes of this model.

V.5.8 Outliers

The criterion value for identifying outliers with respect to X for this model would be $Z_n = 2\frac{e}{\sqrt{n}} = 2\times0.67 = 0.67$. From Appendix D.3, observations three and nine had leverage values of 0.9725 and 0.9724 respectively, exceeding the criteria. These observations have the two largest function point values, 50.62 and 32.36 respectively.

The criterion value for identifying outliers with respect to Y for this model using RSTUDENT for this model was $t(\alpha=0.05, 5) = 2.571$ (21:630). Only observation one exceeds this criterion. Observation one had 3.58 function points but yet took three weeks to complete. This was a large number of weeks for the small number of function points, due to testing difficulties. The next largest RSTUDENT was only 1.26, not a significant value.
V.5.9 Influential Outliers

The outliers examined for influence are one, three, and nine. Observations one, three, and nine had DFFITS values much greater than one (2.83, 3.56, and 9.37 respectively). Observations three and nine were identified as an extreme outliers with respect to $X$. If they were to be removed from the data, the estimating equation would change significantly. Observation one, the outlier with respect to $Y$, is valid and was not removed. No valid reason was found for removing any of the outliers.

V.5.10 Collinearity

In Appendix D.3 the largest condition number was 1.5, which is significantly less than the criterion value of 10. Both tolerance values are 0.85, so if $lfp$ were regressed against $ufp$, the $R^2_X$ would be 0.15. Since the $R^2_{Y,X}$ for the model is 0.60 which is much larger than 0.15, collinearity does not appear to be a problem in this model.

V.5.11 Prediction Intervals

The prediction intervals for teams A, B, and D are listed in Appendix D.4 on page 73. Most of the predictions were higher than actual values. The predictions for the influential points three and nine were very close, as was observation two. The actual values for observations four, five, six, and eight were within their predicted intervals, although the lower end of their intervals were negative. The actual value of observation one was 3.0 calendar-weeks and was beyond the intervals upper bound at 2.3 calendar-weeks.

The relationship between actual schedule response and predicted is plotted in Figure 13 on page 73. It shows several close predicted schedule responses at low levels of function points with somewhat worse predictions than Schedule Model One in Figure 12 on page 69 at the influential points.

V.5.12 Closing

The indicator variables produce a two-member team model that show an effort response at a rate slightly more than three times that for the one-member model. This indicates that there is schedule inefficiency associated with two programmers collaborating on a project as opposed to one programmer working on the project when an equal intercept model is used. This second schedule model doesn’t seem to predict as well as Schedule Model One for one or two-member teams up to 50 function points. This range includes a gap from 10 to 32 function points that is interpolated by the model, with the possibility
that a nonlinear relationship exists in this interpolated region. Additional data collection in this range will reveal the certainty of model.

V.6 Summary

In this chapter the software support at a given level of function points was related to the effort and schedule to provide that support. The effort model was developed with all 12 observations, but the two schedule models were developed with nine observations. Three schedule observations were deleted because they were a result of special causes of variation. Most of the responses are at a level of 10 function points or less. The two observations at 32 and 50 function points were most influential and resulted in a model that interpolates the responses to requests for software support in the range of 10 to 32 function points.

The use of indicator variables revealed apparent effort and schedule inefficiency when two programmers work on a project as opposed to one. The inefficiency was more pronounced in the schedule models than the effort models. The prediction intervals showed a tendency of the models to overestimate most of the responses to observed levels of function points. The effort model appears to be very significant and predicts reasonably well. Most of the actual values of responses were within the 80 percent prediction interval. Schedule Model One predicts fairly well and better than the second model. Improved schedule estimation will require more data first of all, and most likely additional predictors. The small number of observations prevented a conclusive determination of the distribution of error terms. With the exception of the three schedule observations that were deleted, the remaining observations were subject to typical variations within the population of interest. Schedule Model One will be used to predict schedule for teams A, B, and D because it is a more significant relationship than Schedule Model Two.
VI. Conclusion

A novel technique has been developed for directly estimating the effort and schedule required for Oracle database software support using Mark II function points as a predictor. The characterization of the size of the software support in terms of function points was easily and unambiguously quantified before coding. The relationship between the observed effort and schedule responses and the level of function points was significant and predictable.

VI.1 Measurement Results

VI.1.1 Sizing

The unambiguous mapping of Mark II function points to Oracle components allowed very easy estimation of the size of the software support required before coding. After analysis and design were completed, the programmers were able to exactly quantify how many inputs, outputs, and entities would be added, changed, or deleted during the software support.

VI.1.2 Effort and Schedule

The measurement of effort in work-hours was straightforward. The programmers worked on the projects with a varying number of interruptions. The effort measurements were accurate to one tenth of an hour.

The measurements of schedule in calendar-weeks tended to vary significantly more than the work-hours, due mainly to interruptions from emergent demands upon the programmers. The schedule measurements were accurate to one tenth of a five-day week, or about half of a day.

VI.2 Estimating Results

VI.2.1 Effort

The relationship between a given level of function points and the effort response was found to be very significant, with an apparent inefficiency reflected in the two-person response. The difference is evident in the $ufp$ coefficient for the team D model that is more than twice that for the one-programmer model. The effort model to within two digits of precision is:

\[ \text{Team : A, B, C: Work Hours} = 0.54 + 2.0 \times ufp \]  

(25)
Team D: \( Work Hours = -10 + 4.2 \times ufp \) \hspace{1cm} (26)

VI.2.2 Schedule

The relationship between a given level of function points and the schedule response was found to be significant, with an apparent inefficiency reflected in the two-person response. The difference is evident in the ufp coefficient for the two-programmer model that is more than three times that for the one-programmer model. The schedule model to within two digits of precision is:

Team A, B: \( Calendar Weeks = 0.99 + 0.038 \times ufp \) \hspace{1cm} (27)

Team D: \( Calendar Weeks = -0.15 + 0.13 \times ufp \) \hspace{1cm} (28)

The validity of predictions using these models will depend upon whether basic conditions in the future are similar to those during the period of observation used to build this model. Also, since the model is based on observations ranging up to 50 function points, predictions above that level are less certain. The models built from a small data set and were very dependent upon the influential points. Most observations were at size levels less than 10 function points. The influential points were at much higher levels leaving a gap that is interpolated by the model.

VI.3 Recommendations

VI.3.1 Measurement

Regarding the data collection, a point that needs to be made is that the effort and schedule models predict the work-hours calendar-weeks that will be reported as the response to the size level measured in function points. This is not to imply that a programmer would deliberately provide erroneous data, but rather that the programmers are busy supporting the mission, and are likely to spend as little time as possible keeping a log of work-hours spent on a project. As mentioned earlier, the level of support activity was lower than normal, which mitigated any inclination to sacrifice data collection in favor of meeting a schedule and resulted in the excellent quality of data for this research. However, the realities of software support in a demanding environment with tight deadlines will certainly threaten the quality
of data collected, because no matter how much the managers claim that collecting data is of paramount importance, the programmers know that the bottom line is delivering the software.

The measurement of the size of the software support was based on the programmer’s completed analysis and design. An alternative would be to use information available after only the analysis is complete but not the design. With just the analysis completed, it would be unreasonable to ask a programmer how many trigger-steps will be added, changed, or deleted, but not unreasonable to ask how many table-based blocks will be affected by a software support request. This early count of entities could be used to either estimate the eventual number of inputs and outputs that will be affected, or to directly estimate effort and schedule from the number of additions, changes, and deletions of entities. Also, since only one project had more than one transaction involved, a potential factor could be the number of transactions supported in a project. This count would be especially significant as a predictor of effort and schedule with increased testing due to the interactions between many transactions. The technical complexity adjustment (TCA) was held constant for all of the projects. There may be enough differences within the SCV environment to justify varying the TCA.

The mappings from Oracle components to Mark II function points seem to characterize the functionality very well, but may not be perfect. Specifically, SQL*Forms and SQL*Reports are different software development tools. The assumption is that there is a high correlation between the mappings of each language’s components to Mark II function points. With such a small study, it is not feasible to test this assumption. A possibility for further research would be to define many competing mapping strategies, and collect data on all projects using all the mappings. Then for SQL*Forms and SQL*Reports projects that required the same amount of effort or schedule, find out which mapping strategies count them at the same level of function points. This would enhance the usefulness of the weights.

In this research, the size was weighted using Symons’ industry average set. The size of the software support could be tabulated by transactions, inputs, entities, and outputs that were added, changed, or deleted as shown in Table 8. A possibility for future research would be to run a multiple regression on the inputs,
entities, and outputs that would provide a set of weights local to SCV. Another possibility would be to perform a multiple regression on the count of weighted additions, changes, and deletions (ACD).

The sizes of the projects in this research were sufficiently small that it was not difficult to estimate the exact number of function points that would be supported. But with larger projects, the difference in estimated and actual function points will become significant. A possible remedy is to have automatic change detection using a before and after function point count. The data collection program in Appendix H currently provides sizing by analogy, and with some modifications could also be used to track changes to the baseline of function points through time. The program could be elevated from the status of a small prototype to an operational sizing and estimating tool using Pro*Ada, an Oracle product that provides database binding to an Ada program (22:50–51). Pro*Ada would allow direct access to the database from the data collection program. Another consideration is to revisit the possibility of using SQL*Reports as the data collection software. The data dictionary report program already accesses the Oracle components. The most convenient aspect of using the data dictionary to count function points is that the Oracle components that are mapped to the function points have names. These names could be viewed as the software baseline, which means that the entire baseline could be viewed in terms of named function points as in Appendix F on page 75.

Currently SCV does not make use of the more advanced capability of SQL*Forms version 3.0 to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Additions</th>
<th>Changes</th>
<th>Deletions</th>
<th>TOTAL WEIGHTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCV</td>
<td>W_T</td>
<td>W_I</td>
<td>W_E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W O</td>
<td>W_A</td>
<td>W_C</td>
<td>W_D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Multiple Factors
Embed procedures into the forms. Should that capability be tapped, the current method of counting function points would likely lose some of the power to explain variation from the effort and schedule mean response to a given level of function points. One possibility would be to include an algorithmic parameter to the three defined by Symons, in the same manner that Jones added a sixth parameter to Albrecht's original five parameters. A fourth parameter added to Mark II function points to measure algorithmic complexity would create a method sufficiently different that it would warrant the designation Mark III.

Since this study was based on relational database software support with a 4GL, it was very easy to adapt Mark II function points to the software support. With a 3GL like COBOL it is not so convenient and would probably entail the accumulation of a lot of rules like Dreger's and Jones's, unless the development methodology was focused on inputs, outputs, and entities. This would be easier if a technique known as Hierarchical Input Process Output (HIPO) design was prevalent in the organization, from design, through configuration management, to documentation. Instead of programmers arbitrarily creating modules in an ad hoc manner, but rather designed, documented, and managed the modules as a configuration of Mark II function points, a 3GL project might be as easy to size as the projects in this study. If an organization had both a 3GL and SQL*Forms 3.0, the Mark II function points counting rules they establish for the 3GL could also be applied to any embedded procedures in SQL*Forms. Any of these suggested changes should be evaluated for their usefulness, and a possibility is using Boehm's 10 criteria for evaluating a software cost model: definition, fidelity, objectivity, constructiveness, detail, stability, scope, ease of use, prospectiveness, and parsimony (6:476).

VI.3.2 Estimating

The single predictor was created by using Symons' Industry Average Set of weights. This limits the potential explanatory power in multiple predictors tabulating the number of additions, changes, and deletions of function points. As a case in point, the two influential observations at 32 and 50 function points appear to indicate a negative relationship with effort when plotted alone as in Figure 9 When the
other observations are added along with the regression line as in Figure 10, it shows that the observations are valid although a couple of standard deviations out from the regression line at their levels. Upon closer examination, the observation at 32 function points just happens to be entirely changes, and the one at 50 function points is entirely additions. There is potential for gaining additional explanatory power from the observations by performing a multiple regression based on three factors: additions, changes, and deletions of function points.

Another area lacking data is the response of teams of three, four, or more people. As team members increase arithmetically, the lines of communication among them increase geometrically. It would be
interesting investigate Putnam’s assertion that the problem solving response of groups of four or more people are essentially the same (24:216).

Currently computer resource usage by individual is unknown because the accounting information is not activated, and because users and programmers log on with a single group identification account. If accounting information were available by team and project, it could be used to derive date and times to free programmers from schedule data collection.

Humphrey outlined a method of using time series to compensate for a programmer’s learning curve and detect when the software development process has reached a stable state (17:203). A problem with his method is that it is based on LOCs and invites its paradoxical effects on software economics. If Humphrey’s method were based on a truer measure of software such as function points, the process could be brought under statistical control with a truer sense of continual improvement.

Another benefit of using function points is to study the effect of training. Several months of team observations could be collected, then the training, followed by another run of observations. If the training was effective it might show up as increased efficiency in supporting software requests.

The schedule response is less significantly related to function points than the effort response. This is not surprising since by definition work-hours are only the hours spent working on a particular project, while calendar weeks accumulate for as long as the programmer works on the project, including whatever interruptions delay the project. So, a team’s schedule response is likely to be dependent upon other factors in addition to function points. One possibility is defining a factor that reliably characterizes a work order’s true priority to the organization. Said in another way, to explain additional variation, define a factor that measures the likelihood of a project being preempted in favor of emergent demands upon the organization. Bob Esterling created an elaborate set of metrics based on the interruptions that retard programmers’ productivity (13:164).

There is also a commercial software sizing and estimating product called Before You Leap (BYL) that uses Mark II function points (33:177). It was not available for this research. It may be worth looking into for adaptation to SCV’s environment, since it is now clear that there is a significant relationship between Mark II function points and effort and schedule, for the SCV environment. Another possibility is to create a database at AFIT for collecting size, effort, and schedule measurements from many Oracle sites throughout the Air Force. The inclusion of many sites as a study to follow this research would definitely require that the environmental factors be added to the values collected. The benefit would be to create a
software support measurement and estimating system tailored not only to Oracle systems, but to Air Force applications and procedures as well.

VI.4 Software Quality

Many textbooks vainly attempt to define software quality, but there are two books on quality worth adapting to software: Robert Pirsig's classic analysis of quality (23:100) and Dr Deming's idea of operational definitions (11:276–296). Both emphasize a thoughtful approach to quality based on a precise understanding of functionality. Function points can provide a meaningful measure of function-based software quality, that can not only provide a means of sizing and estimating software support required, but can also take advantage of scientific methods of management that have been perfected in other disciplines.

In micro-economics for instance, a firm can minimize its losses by operating at a level where marginal cost is equal to marginal revenue (14:259). This is also related to the concept of complementary slackness in management science, and Barry Boehm described a similar method called marginal analysis (6:209–210). In this research, effort and schedule regression lines were developed, and each line has a slope, which is the marginal cost of supporting function points. The marginal cost in hours or weeks can be converted into dollars. The problem is deriving marginal revenue in a government (or nonprofit) operation.

Revenues can be realized with a recent innovation in the DoD called Defense Business Operating Fund, (DBOF). It is an attempt to enable government organizations to market their products within the government, and actually receive revenue. In fact, one software organization at Gunter AFB, AL is developing software and marketing it within the DoD (9:1). With this measure of revenue, it is possible to derive marginal revenue for function points, allowing the organization to minimize its losses by operating at a level of function points where marginal cost is equal to marginal revenue.

Even without the private sector's convenient common denominator in the dollar, there are ways to achieve continual improvement of software quality based on function points. A simple example might be the number of LOCs per function point. A measure of quality might be the fewer LOCs per function point the better. This of course may encourage poor programming practices that leads to error-prone software. A more sophisticated definition of how to deliver software functions should be based on a precise specification of a programming style guide, as well as a means for scoring the compliance with the style guide.

With the additional information acquired by measuring software functionality in terms of function
points, managers can achieve greater control of the software support process through greater knowledge of the conditioned responses of the process. As many authors have noted, we cannot manage what we cannot measure!
Appendix A. Observations

- A, B: individual enlisted programmers
- C: individual contractor
- D: team of two enlisted programmers (A and B)

Table 9
Summary of Team Observations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teams</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Contractor</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Programmer</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Programmers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12 Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SAS System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>HRSCODE</th>
<th>HRSTEST</th>
<th>WKSCODE</th>
<th>WKSTEST</th>
<th>UWP</th>
<th>TEAM</th>
<th>HOURS</th>
<th>WEEKS</th>
<th>IWP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>50.62</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>103.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>32.36</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>125.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*11</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*12</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These observations were used to develop the effort model, but were deleted for the data set used to develop the schedule model.
### Frequency Plots

#### Frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Cum.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Percent</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cum.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Percent</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>83.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>91.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Cum.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Percent</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cum.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Percent</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>83.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>91.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Cum.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Percent</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cum.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Percent</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>83.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>91.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A.2 Effort Scatter Plot

Plot of HOURS*UFP. Symbol is value of TEAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOURS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: 2 obs hidden.
A.3 Schedule Scatter Plot

Plot of WEEKS*UFP. Symbol is value of TEAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEEKS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.2 +</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8 +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 +</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6 +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 +</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UFP

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Appendix B. Effort Model

B.1 ANOVA and Parameter Estimates

Model: H
Dependent Variable: HOURS

Analysis of Variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F Value</th>
<th>Prob&gt;F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18754.23281</td>
<td>6251.41094</td>
<td>108.136</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>462.48719</td>
<td>57.81090</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19216.72000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Root MSE          | 7.60335 | R-square | 0.9759 |
Dep Mean           | 25.80000 | Adj R-sq | 0.9669 |
C.V.               | 29.47034 |          |        |

Parameter Estimates

| Variable | DF | Parameter Estimate | Standard Error | T for H0: Parameter=0 | Prob > |T| |
|----------|----|--------------------|----------------|-----------------------|--------|---|
| INTERCEPT| 1  | 0.538052           | 2.97537603     | 0.181                 | 0.8610 |
| UFP      | 1  | 1.992678           | 0.17049057     | 11.688                | 0.0001 |
| I        | 1  | -10.814188         | 6.99881712     | -1.545                | 0.1609 |
| I*UFP    | 1  | 2.175083           | 0.37386872     | 5.818                 | 0.0004 |
B.2 Model Specification

Plot of YRESID*THAT. Symbol is value of TEAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residual</th>
<th>YRESID Midpoint</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Cum. Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>58.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>91.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency
### B.3 Influential Outliers and Collinearity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>HAT</th>
<th>DSTD</th>
<th>DFITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.12667</td>
<td>-0.24750</td>
<td>-0.0943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.11133</td>
<td>-1.28667</td>
<td>-0.4554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.97612</td>
<td>1.44470</td>
<td>9.2372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.11877</td>
<td>-0.83556</td>
<td>-0.3067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.12667</td>
<td>-0.43655</td>
<td>-0.1663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.13734</td>
<td>2.40519</td>
<td>0.9597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.47126</td>
<td>-1.33939</td>
<td>-1.2645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.53050</td>
<td>1.33939</td>
<td>1.4237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.99824</td>
<td>1.33939</td>
<td>31.9071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.14315</td>
<td>-0.23343</td>
<td>-0.0954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.13866</td>
<td>-0.05374</td>
<td>-0.0216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.12130</td>
<td>1.01425</td>
<td>0.3768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCEP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.77740809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.52453916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUFP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.43714123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Collinearity Diagnostics (intercept adjusted)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Eigenvalue</th>
<th>Condition Number</th>
<th>Var Prop UFP</th>
<th>Var Prop I</th>
<th>Var Prop IUFP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.85961</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>0.0775</td>
<td>0.1002</td>
<td>0.1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.87743</td>
<td>1.45581</td>
<td>0.6358</td>
<td>0.1654</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.26296</td>
<td>2.65931</td>
<td>0.2867</td>
<td>0.7344</td>
<td>0.8891</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B.4 Prediction Intervals

Table 10 shows the predicted response, upper, and lower bound of the 80 percent prediction interval. The actual work-hours for each observation is in boldface relative to the predicted values and the bounds.

Table 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3.4733</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>7.6718</td>
<td>18.8170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.0102</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>20.0663</td>
<td>31.1224</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>87.4914</td>
<td>101.4074</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>115.3234</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.1268</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>10.9797</td>
<td>22.0862</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-3.4733</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>7.6718</td>
<td>18.8170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-6.8305</td>
<td>4.364</td>
<td>15.5585</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.4565</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>11.5629</td>
<td>22.6694</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-6.5007</td>
<td>4.6444</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>15.7896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>113.4267</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125.4262</td>
<td>137.4259</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-8.3710</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.8496</td>
<td>14.0701</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-7.1951</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.0053</td>
<td>15.2058</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-1.3351</td>
<td>9.7841</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20.9033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Effort Model Predicted vs Actuals
Appendix C. Schedule Model One

C.1 ANOVA and Parameter Estimates

Model: WF
Dependant Variable: WEEKS

Analysis of Variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F Value</th>
<th>Prob&gt;F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.20229</td>
<td>3.73410</td>
<td>3.700</td>
<td>0.0965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.04660</td>
<td>1.00932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Total</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.24889</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Root MSE 1.00465  R-square 0.6894
Dep Mean 1.51111  Adj R-sq 0.5031
C.V. 66.48415

Parameter Estimates

| Variable | DF | Parameter Estimate | Standard Error | T for H0: Parameter=0 | Prob > |T| |
|----------|----|--------------------|----------------|------------------------|--------|---|
| INTERCEP 1 | 0.987992 | 0.50596367 | 1.953 | 0.1083 |
| WF 1 | 0.038427 | 0.02378450 | 1.616 | 0.1671 |
| I 1 | -1.142614 | 0.97807916 | -1.168 | 0.2954 |
| IWF 1 | 0.089399 | 0.04998601 | 1.788 | 0.1337 |
C.2 Model Specification

Plot of YRESID*YHAT. Symbol is value of TEAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residual</th>
<th>Midpoint</th>
<th>Cum. Freq</th>
<th>Cum. Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>55.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>88.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency
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### C.3 Influential Outliers and Collinearity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>HAT</th>
<th>RSTUD</th>
<th>DFITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.21083</td>
<td>5.47349</td>
<td>2.82908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.17062</td>
<td>-0.36220</td>
<td>-0.16428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.98297</td>
<td>0.46822</td>
<td>3.55722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.19586</td>
<td>-0.61188</td>
<td>-0.30197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.21083</td>
<td>-1.04699</td>
<td>-0.54116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.22889</td>
<td>-0.06266</td>
<td>-0.03414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.47126</td>
<td>-0.39329</td>
<td>-0.37130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.53050</td>
<td>0.39329</td>
<td>0.41806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.99824</td>
<td>0.39329</td>
<td>9.36903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCEP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.77251197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.52753464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUWF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.44932603</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Collinearity Diagnostics (intercept adjusted)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Eigenvalue</th>
<th>Condition Number</th>
<th>Var Prop UWF</th>
<th>Var Prop I</th>
<th>Var Prop IUWF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.77089</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>0.0630</td>
<td>0.1093</td>
<td>0.1240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.96712</td>
<td>1.35318</td>
<td>0.5892</td>
<td>0.1428</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.26199</td>
<td>2.59989</td>
<td>0.3478</td>
<td>0.7480</td>
<td>0.8757</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C.4 Prediction Intervals

Table 11 shows the predicted response, upper, and lower bound of the 80 percent prediction interval. The actual calendar-weeks for each observation is shown in boldface relative to the predicted values and the bounds.

Table 11

80 Percent Prediction Intervals for Schedule Model One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.3786</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1256</td>
<td>2.6297</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.1176</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3646</td>
<td>2.8467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0883</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.9332</td>
<td>4.7780</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.3068</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.1893</td>
<td>2.6855</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.3786</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.1256</td>
<td>2.6297</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.4519</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0618</td>
<td>2.5754</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.9810</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5152</td>
<td>2.0113</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1.2011</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3030</td>
<td>1.8071</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.3968</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.9818</td>
<td>5.5669</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Schedule Model Two Predicted vs. Actual Schedule
## Appendix D. Schedule Model Two

### D.1 ANOVA and Parameter Estimates

#### Analysis of Variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F Value</th>
<th>Prob&gt;F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.82482</td>
<td>4.91241</td>
<td>4.588</td>
<td>0.0618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.42407</td>
<td>1.07068</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Total</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.24889</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Root MSE = 1.03474, R-square = 0.6046
Dep Mean = 1.51111, Adj R-sq = 0.4729
C.V. = 68.47514

#### Parameter Estimates

| Variable  | DF | Parameter Estimate | Standard Error | T for H0: Parameter=0 | Prob > |T| |
|-----------|----|--------------------|----------------|------------------------|--------|
| INTERCEPT | 1  | 0.682226           | 0.44597194    | 1.530                  | 0.1770 |
| UFP       | 1  | 0.046844           | 0.02334585    | 2.007                  | 0.0916 |
| IUFP      | 1  | 0.049292           | 0.03741901    | 1.317                  | 0.2358 |
D.2 Model Specification

Plot of YRESID*YMAT. Symbol is value of TEAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residual</th>
<th>YRESID Midpoint</th>
<th>Predicted Value of WEEKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1+</td>
<td>-1.2 ****D</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+</td>
<td>0.4 <strong><strong>B</strong></strong>D</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>1.2 ****A</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+</td>
<td>2.0 ***<em>A</em></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency
### D.3 Influential Outliers and Collinearity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>HAT</th>
<th>RSTUD</th>
<th>DFITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.21083</td>
<td>5.47349</td>
<td>2.82908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.17062</td>
<td>-0.36220</td>
<td>-0.16428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.98297</td>
<td>0.46822</td>
<td>3.55722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.19586</td>
<td>-0.61188</td>
<td>-0.30197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.21083</td>
<td>-1.04699</td>
<td>-0.54116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.22889</td>
<td>-0.06266</td>
<td>-0.03414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.53050</td>
<td>0.39329</td>
<td>0.41806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.99824</td>
<td>0.39329</td>
<td>9.36903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCEF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.85055734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUFP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.85055734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Collinearity Diagnostics (intercept adjusted)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Eigenvalue</th>
<th>Condition Number</th>
<th>Var Prop UFP</th>
<th>Var Prop IUFP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.38658</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>0.3067</td>
<td>0.3067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.61342</td>
<td>1.50346</td>
<td>0.6933</td>
<td>0.6933</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D.4 Prediction Intervals

Table 12 shows the predicted response, upper, and lower bound of the 80 percent prediction interval. The actual calendar-weeks for each observation is shown in boldface relative to the predicted values and the bounds.

Table 12
80 Percent Prediction Intervals for Schedule Model Two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.6542</td>
<td>2.3541</td>
<td>3.0535</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.3408</td>
<td>1.1413</td>
<td>3.0535</td>
<td>2.6234</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.2086</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.8983</td>
<td>4.8983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.5685</td>
<td>0.9277</td>
<td>2.4238</td>
<td>2.4238</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.6542</td>
<td>0.8499</td>
<td>2.3541</td>
<td>2.3541</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.7415</td>
<td>0.7722</td>
<td>2.2858</td>
<td>2.2858</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.3102</td>
<td>1.1860</td>
<td>2.6821</td>
<td>2.6821</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.4777</td>
<td>1.0264</td>
<td>2.5305</td>
<td>2.5305</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.2082</td>
<td>3.7932</td>
<td>5.3782</td>
<td>5.3782</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13. Schedule Model Two Predicted vs Actual
Appendix E. FGREP

E.1 FP2.RE

The text file FP2.RE contains the key strings for the file-oriented regular expression parser, FGREP, to search for in a data dictionary report produced by an Oracle program form_doc.rpt. FGREP is invoked by the Digital Equipment Corp. Command Language file REDUCE.COM in the next section. The contents of FP2.RE are as follows:

```plaintext
TITLE:
   TYPE:
STEP =
FIELD
Block
```

E.2 REDUCE.COM

The following DCL file prompts the analyst for information about a particular SER and invokes FGREP to search for Oracle SQL*Forms components that are mapped to Mark II function points as defined in Chapter Three, by the program listed in Appendix H on page 100.

```plaintext
$ FileFound = ""
$ FORM = "n"
$ SER = "n"
$ LOOP2:
  $ inquire p2 "What is the SER# (1 to 5 digits) ==> "
  $ LOOP1:
  $ inquire pl "Enter file name of .LIS file, without .LIS part ==> "
  $ define sys$output 'P1'.fp2
  $ fgrep -f fp2.re 'P1'.lis
  $ deassign sys$output
  $ ren 'P1'.lis 'P1'.'P2'
  $ dir/size/date 'P1'*
  $ inquire FORM "Do you have another file ? (y/n) "
  $ if FORM .eq. "y" then goto LOOP1
  $ inquire SER "Do you have another SER ? (y/n) "
  $ if SER .eq. "y" then goto LOOP2
$ Done:
```
Appendix F. SQL*Forms Inputs, Entities, Outputs

The following listing is the result of REDUCE.COM scanning a data dictionary report and it represents the portion of the SCV baseline from a SQL*Form (Mark II Transaction) called Admission. Within the listing are the names of the function points. For instance towards the end of the listing, one particular trigger step (Mark II input) can be uniquely distinguished from all the others in the entire baseline by completely specifying its form, block, field, and trigger: ADMISSION, PERSON, SSAN, KEY-PRVFLD, STEP 1.

TITLE: ADMISSION
TYPE: CHECK_MANNING_CODE_TRG
STEP = 1
TYPE: CLEARDETAILS_TRG
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-CLRBLK
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-CREREC
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-DELREC
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-DOWN
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-NXTREC
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-NXTSET
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-PRVREC
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-SCRDOWN
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-SCRUP
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-UP
STEP = 1
TYPE: PERSON_TRG
STEP = 1
STEP = 2
STEP = 3
TYPE: PRE-INSERT
STEP = 1
TYPE: RESIDENT_TRG
STEP = 1
STEP = 2
Block 1 : PERSON
TYPE: KEY-CLRREC
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-ENTQRY
STEP = 1
TYPE: KEY-EXEQRY
STEP = 1
FIELD 1 : SSAN
FIELD LENGTH: 11
TYPE: KEY-PRVFLD
STEP = 1
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Appendix G. Data Dictionary Program

.REM **************************************************************
.REM This AXIT/SCV RPT application provides hardcopy documentation
.REM for specific SQL*FORMS applications using the Oracle dictionary.
.REM updated 10/90 MS
.REM **************************************************************

.REM ***** Declare IAPAPP table related variables *****
.REM ***** APPLICATION LEVEL INFORMATION VARIABLES
.DECLARE APPID 99999 .REM APPLICATION ID NUMBER
.DECLARE APPOWNER A30 .REM APPLICATION OWNER'S ORACLE USER NAME
.DECLARE APPNAME A30 .REM SHORT APPLICATION NAME
.DECLARE APPTITLE A80 .REM TITLE USED FOR MAIN IAP MENU
.DECLARE TODAY A9 .REM DATE OF REPORT GENERATION

.REM ***** Declare IAPBLK table related variables *****
.REM ***** BLOCK LEVEL INFORMATION VARIABLES
.DECLARE BLKNAME A30 .REM BLOCK NAME
.DECLARE BLKDESC A60 .REM MENU LINE DESCRIPTION FOR THIS BLOCK
.DECLARE BLKSEQ 999 .REM SEQUENCE NUMBER OF BLOCK IN APPL
.DECLARE BLKUNQKEY A3 .REM Y = CHECK UNIQUENESS OF PRIMARY KEY
.DECLARE BLKNAME A61 .REM NAME OF BASE TABLE, NULL-CTRL BLOCK
.DECLARE TDESCRIP A60 .REM BASE TABLE DESCRIPTION
.DECLARE BLKNOREC 99 .REM NUMBER OF ROWS TO DISPLAY
.DECLARE BLKNOBUF 999 .REM NUMBER OF ROWS TO BUFFER
.DECLARE BLKBLKIN 99 .REM BASE BLOCK
.DECLARE BLKBLKRC 99 .REM NUMBER OF LINES PER LOGICAL RECORD

.REM ***** Declare all IAPCOMMT table related variables *****
.REM Primary Key values need not be declared again.
.DECLARE CMTEXT A80 .REM COMMENT LINE OF TEXT
.DECLARE BOILERPLATE A80 .REM BOILERPLATE NAME

.REM ***** Declare all IAPFLD table related variables *****
.REM ***** FIELD LEVEL VARIABLES
.DECLARE FLDNAME A30 .REM FIELD NAME
.DECLARE FLDSEQ 99 .REM SEQUENCE NUMBER OF FIELD IN BLOCK
.DECLARE FLDTYPE A7 .REM FIELD DATATYPE
.DECLARE FLDLEN 999 .REM FIELD LENGTH
.DECLARE FLDQLEN 999 .REM QUERY LENGTH
.DECLARE FLDTAB A3 .REM Y = DATABASE FIELD
.DECLARE FLDKEY A3 .REM Y = FIELD PART OF PRIMARY
.DECLARE FLDCKFLD A61 .REM FIELD NAME FROM WHICH TO COPY KEY
.DECLARE FLDDEFAULT A80 .REM DEFAULT VALUE
.DECLARE FLDISDP A3 .REM Y = DISPLAYED FIELD
.DECLARE FLDPAGE 099 .REM [FDPAGE] PAGE NUMBER
.DECLARE FLDLINE 099 .REM [FLDLINE] LINE NUMBER
.DECLARE FLDLINE A80 .REM FIELD PROMPT
.DECLARE FLDENTER A3 .REM Y = ENTERABLE FIELD
.DECLARE FLDQUERY A3 .REM Y = QUERYABLE FIELD
.DECLARE FLDUPDATE A3 .REM Y = UPDATABLE FIELD
.DECLARE FLDUPDATE A3 .REM Y = UPDATABLE IF NULL FIELD
.DECLARE FLDUPDATE A3 .REM Y = MANDATORY FIELD
.DECLARE FLDFIXED A3 .REM Y = FIXED LENGTH FIELD
.DECLARE FLDSKIP A3 .REM Y = SKIP TO NEXT FIELD WHEN FULL
.DECLARE FLDDEFAULT A3 .REM Y = NO ERROR OF KEPT VALUES TO SCREEN
.DECLARE FLDDEFAULT A3 .REM Y = AUTO DISPLAY HELP ON FIELD ENTRY
.DECLARE FLDUPPER A3 .REM Y = CONVERT TO UPPER CASE
.DECLARE FLDLOWC A80 .REM NAME OF THE LIST-OF-VALUES COLUMN
.DECLARE FLDLOW A80 .REM LOW VALUE
.DECLARE FLDHI A30 .REM HIGH VALUE
.DECLARE FLDHELP A80 .REM FIELD HELP MESSAGE
.DECLARE FLDSCRIPT A60 .REM FIELD DESCRIPTION

.DECLARE TRIGTYPE 999 .REM TYPE OF TRIGGER, MACRO
.DECLARE TRIGDESC A20 .REM TRIGGER DESCRIPTION FOR KEY DISPLAY
.DECLARE TRIGSIDE A3 .REM Y = DISPLAY TRIGGER IN KEY DISPLAY

.DECLARE TRIGSEQ 9999 .REM TRIGGER STEP NUMBER
.DECLARE TRIGLABEL A30 .REM STATEMENT LABEL
.DECLARE TRIGCUR A1 .REM Y = MAINTAIN A SEPARATE CURSOR
.DECLARE TRIGAVE A1 .REM Y = ABORT TRIGGER IF STEP FAILS
.DECLARE TRIGAV A1 .REM Y = REVERSE RETURN CODE
.DECLARE TRIGROLL A1 .REM Y = RETURN FAILURE WHEN ABORTING TRIG
.DECLARE TRIGSLLAB A30 .REM SUCCESS LABEL
.DECLARE TRIGFLLAB A30 .REM FAILURE LABEL
.DECLARE TRIGMLSS A80 .REM MESSAGE DELIVERED ON FAILURE

.DECLARE SQTPRO 999 .REM TRIGGER NUMBER ASSIGNED FROM ALL LEVELS
.DECLARE STRTEXT A80 .REM TEXT FOR ALL TRIGGERS

.DECLARE SQTTEXT A80 .REM TRIGGER TEXT FOR ALL TRIGGERS

.DECLARE MAPPAGE 999 .REM BOILERPLATE PAGE NUMBER
.DECLARE MAPLINE 999 .REM BOILERPLATE LINE NUMBER
.DECLARE MAPTEXT A80 .REM BOILERPLATE TEXT
.DECLARE MAPTEXT 999 .REM COUNTER FOR BOILERPLATE LOGIC
.SET MAPCOUNT 0
.DECLARE MAPCOUNT 999 .REM COUNTER FOR BOILERPLATE LOGIC
.DECLARE MAPFLAG 999 .REM 'Y' TURNS ON BOILERPLATE DISPLAY
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.SET MAPFLAG 'Y'

.REM ***** Other variable declaration *****
.DECLARE BLOCKS A30 REM NAME OF BLOCK TO DOCUMENT (OR ALL)

.REM ***** TABLE DEFINITIONS

.REM Main Table - Form Level
#DT 1  5 70 #

.REM Main Table - Block Level
#DT 2  10 70 #

.REM Main Table - Block Level
#DT 3  12 75 #

.REM Main Table - Field Level
#DT 4  15 80 #

.REM Main Table - Field Level
#DT 5  17 90 #

.REM Attributes Table, Form Level
#DT 6  17 32 33 44 45 60 61 80 #

.REM Attributes Form Level
#DT 7  14 14 15 80 #

.REM Fail Message Form Level
#DT 8  15 28 29 80 #

.REM Trigger Step Message Table Block Level
#DT 9  17 0 #

.REM Trigger Step Attributes Table Block Level
#DT 10 19 19 20 80 #

.REM Fail Message Block Level
#DT 11 19 32 33 80 #

.REM Trigger Step Message Field Level
#DT 12 19 0 #

.REM Trigger Step Message Field Level
#DT 13 21 0 #

.REM Trigger Step Attributes Table, Field Level
#DT 14 21 21 22 80 #

.REM Fail Message Field level
#DT 15 21 34 35 80 #
.REM Screen Display Table
#DT 16 1 80 #
#DT 17 17 32 33 80 #

.REM ***** SELECT STATEMENT DEFINITIONS

.REM ***** Define the APPLICATION level report select macro
.DEFINER SAPPSEL
SELECT APPID,
    APPTITLE,
    TO_CHAR(SYSDATE)
INTO APPID,
    APPTITLE,
    TODAY
FROM SYSTEM.IAPAPP
WHERE UPPER(APPNAME)=UPPER(&APPNAME)
    AND UPPER(APPNAME)=UPPER(&APPNAME)

.REM ***** Define SELECT macro for APPLICATION level comments
.DEFINER SAPPSEL
SELECT CMTEXT
INTO CMTEXT
FROM SYSTEM.IAPCOMMENT
WHERE CMAPPID = &APPID
    AND CMTEXT IS NULL
    AND CMCGTYP IS NULL
ORDER BY CMTEXT

.REM ***** Define the SELECT macro for BLOCK level comments
.DEFINER SBLOCKSEL
SELECT CMTEXT
INTO CMTEXT
FROM SYSTEM.IAPCOMMENT
WHERE CMAPPID = &APPID
    AND CMTEXT = &BLOCKNAME
    AND CMTEXT IS NULL
    AND CMCGTYP IS NULL
ORDER BY CMTEXT

.REM ***** Define the SELECT macro for FIELD level comments
.DEFINER SFIELDSEL
SELECT CMTEXT
INTO CMTEXT
FROM SYSTEM.IAPCOMMENT
WHERE CMAPPID = &APPID
    AND CMTEXT = &FIELDNAME
    AND CMTEXT IS NULL
    AND CMCGTYP IS NULL
    AND CMTEXT > 1
ORDER BY CMXTXT

.. REM ***** Define the SELECT macro for FIELD level boilerplates
.DEFINF FILEBOILERSEL
  SELECT CMXTXT
  INTO BOILERPLATE
  FROM SYSTEM.IAPCOMMT
  WHERE CMXAPPID = &APPID
  AND CMXBLK = &BLKNAME
  AND CMXFLD = &FLDNAME
  AND CMXTGTYP IS NULL
  AND CMXTLINE = 1
ORDER BY CMXTLINE

.. REM ***** SELECT macro for APPLICATION level TRIGGER comments
.DEFINF APPTRIGCMSEL
  SELECT CMXTXT
  INTO CMXTXT
  FROM SYSTEM.IAPCOMMT
  WHERE CMXAPPID = &APPID
  AND CMXBLK IS NULL
  AND CMXTGTYP = &TRIGTYPE
  AND CMXTAGSEQ = 0
  AND CMXFLD IS NULL
ORDER BY CMXTLINE

.. REM ***** SELECT macro for BLOCK level TRIGGER comments
.DEFINF BLKTRIGCMSEL
  SELECT CMXTXT
  INTO CMXTXT
  FROM SYSTEM.IAPCOMMT
  WHERE CMXAPPID = &APPID
  AND CMXBLK = &BLKNAME
  AND CMXFLD IS NULL
  AND CMXTGTYP = &TRIGTYPE
  AND CMXTAGSEQ = 0
ORDER BY CMXTLINE

.. REM ***** SELECT macro for FIELD level TRIGGER comments
.DEFINF FLDTRIGCMSEL
  SELECT CMXTXT
  INTO CMXTXT
  FROM SYSTEM.IAPCOMMT
  WHERE CMXAPPID = &APPID
  AND CMXBLK = &BLKNAME
  AND CMXFLD = &FLDNAME
  AND CMXTGTYP = &TRIGTYPE
  AND CMXTAGSEQ = 0
ORDER BY CMXTXT

.REM ***** Generic SELECT macro for TRIGGER STEP comments
.DEFINITE IPROCMSEL
SELECT CMXTXT
 INTO CMXTXT
 FROM SYSTEM.TACOMMENT
 WHERE CMXTAPPID = &APPID
 AND CMXTRGTP = &TRIGRTYPE
 AND CMXTRGSEQ = &TRGSEQ
 AND CMXFLD IS NULL
 ORDER BY CMXTXT

.REM ***** Generic SELECT macro for TRIGGER STEP comments
.DEFINITE IPROCMSEL
SELECT CMXTXT
 INTO CMXTXT
 FROM SYSTEM.TACOMMENT
 WHERE CMXTAPPID = &APPID
 AND NVL(CMXTALK,'') = &BLIDNAME
 AND CMXTRGTP = &TRIGRTYPE
 AND CMXTRGSEQ = &TRGSEQ
 AND CMXFLD IS NULL
 ORDER BY CMXTXT

.REM ***** Generic SELECT macro for TRIGGER STEP comments
.DEFINITE IPROCMSEL
SELECT CMXTXT
 INTO CMXTXT
 FROM SYSTEM.TACOMMENT
 WHERE CMXTAPPID = &APPID
 AND NVL(CMXTALK,'') = &BLIDNAME
 AND NVL(CMXTFLD,'') = &FILENAME
 AND CMXTRGTP = &TRIGRTYPE
 AND CMXTRGSEQ = &TRGSEQ
 ORDER BY CMXTXT

.REM ***** Define the SELECT macro for APPLICATION level trig
.DEFINITE APPTRIGSEL
SELECT NVL(TRIGFLD,''),
  NVL(TRIGFLD,''),
  TRIGRTYPE,
  NVL(TRIGESCC,'NONE'),
  DECODE(TRIGHIDE,'Y', 'YES','NO')
 INTO BLIDNAME,
   FILENAME,
   TRIGRTYPE,
TRIGDESC,
TRIGTYPE,
FROM SYSTEM.IASTRIGGER
WHERE TRIGAPPID = &APPID
AND TRIGBLK IS NULL
ORDER BY TRIGTYPE

.REM ***** Define the SELECT macro for BLOCK level triggers
.DEFINES BLOTRIGSEL
SELECT NVL(TRIGFLD,''),
       TRIGTYPE,
       NVL(TRIGDESC,'NONE'),
       DECODE(TRIGTYPE,'Y','YES','NO')
       INTO FLDMNAME,
       TRIGTYPE,
       TRIGDESC,
       TRIGHER
FROM SYSTEM.IASTRIGGER
WHERE TRIGAPPID = &APPID
AND TRIGBLK = &BLKNAME
AND TRIGFLD IS NULL
ORDER BY TRIGTYPE

.REM ***** Define the SELECT macro for FIELD level triggers
.DEFINES FILTRIGSEL
SELECT TRIGTYPE,
       NVL(TRIGDESC,'NONE'),
       DECODE(TRIGTYPE,'Y','YES','NO')
       INTO TRIGTYPE,
       TRIGDESC,
       TRIGHER
FROM SYSTEM.IASTRIGGER
WHERE TRIGAPPID = &APPID
AND TRIGBLK = &BLKNAME
AND TRIGFLD = &FLDMNAME
ORDER BY TRIGTYPE

.REM ***** Define the generic SELECT macro for trigger steps
.DEFINES STEPSEL
SELECT TRGSEQ,
       TRGLABEL,
       TRGSOL,
       DECODE(TRGSCURS,'Y','*',''),
       DECODE(TRGISOL,'Y','*',''),
       DECODE(TRGNMVE,'Y','*',''),
       DECODE(TRGROLL,'Y','*',''),
       TRGSNAME,
       TRGSLABEL,
       TRGMSG
INTO TRGSEQ,
TRGLABEL,
SCNO,
TRGCURS,
TRGINV,
TRGMOVE,
TRGROLL,
TRGSLAB,
TRGFLAB,
TRGMSG
FROM SYSTEM.IAPTRG
WHERE TRGAPPID = &APPID
AND TRGTYPE = &TRGTYPE
AND NVL(TRGRL,'')=SOURCE
AND TRGFLD IS NULL
ORDER BY TRGSEQ

**Define the FORM level report select macro**

```
.DRE **** Define the FORM level report select macro ****
.DEF FORMSEL
SELECT TRGSEQ,
TRGLABEL,
TRGSQL,
DECODE(TRGCURS,'Y','*',''),
DECODE(TRGINV,'Y','*',''),
DECODE(TRGMOVE,'Y','*',''),
DECODE(TRGROLL,'Y','*',''),
TRGSLAB,
TRGFLAB,
TRGMSG
INTO TRGSEQ,
TRGLABEL,
SCNO,
TRGCURS,
TRGINV,
TRGMOVE,
TRGROLL,
TRGSLAB,
TRGFLAB,
TRGMSG
FROM SYSTEM.IAPTRG
WHERE TRGAPPID = &APPID
AND TRGTYPE = &TRGTYPE
AND TRGRL IS NULL
AND TRGFLD IS NULL
ORDER BY TRGSEQ
```

**Define the FIELD level report trigger select macro**

```
.DRE **** Define the FIELD level report trigger select macro
.DEF FIELDSEL
SELECT TRGSEQ,
TRGLABEL,
```
URGSQL,
DECODE (TRGCURS, 'Y', '*', 'Y', 'Y', 'Y'),
DECODE (TRGINV, 'Y', '*', 'Y', 'Y', 'Y'),
DECODE (TRGMVE, 'Y', '*', 'Y', 'Y', 'Y'),
DECODE (TRGROLL, 'Y', '*', 'Y', 'Y', 'Y'),
TRGSLAB,
TRGFLAB,
TRMSG
INTO TRGSEQ,
TRGLABEL,
SQTNO,
TRGCURS,
TRGINV,
TRGMVE,
TRGROLL,
TRGSLAB,
TRGFLAB,
TRMSG
FROM SYSTEM.IAPTRG
WHERE TRGAPPID = &APPID
AND TRGTYPE = &TRGTYPE
AND NVL(TRGBLK, '') = &BLKNAME
AND NVL(TRGFLD, '') = &FLDNAME
ORDER BY TRGSEQ

.REM ***** Define the generic SELECT macro for trigger text
.DEFINTE TRGTRXSEL
SELECT SQTTEXT
INTO SQTTEXT
FROM SYSTEM.IAPSQTEXT
WHERE SQTAPPID = &APPID
AND SQTNO = &SQTNO
ORDER BY SQTLINE

.REM ***** Define the BLOCK level report select macro (ALL BLOCKS)
.DEFINTE BLKSEL
SELECT BLKNAME,
NVL(BLKDESC, 'NONE'),
BLKSEQ,
DECODE (BLKQUERY, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (BLKNAME, NULL, 'CONTROL BLOCK',
        DECODE (BLKTOWNER, NULL, NULL, BLKTOWNER || '.')
        || BLKNAME,
        BLKMOREC,
        BLKMSBUF,
        BLKBLIN,
        BLKRSC,
        NVL (BLKOSQ, 0)
INTO BLKNAME,
BLKDESC,
```
BLKSEQ,
BLKUNIQKEY,
BLKNAME,
BLKREC,
BLKOBUT,
BLKRIN,
BLKREC,
SQNOS

FROM SYSTEM.IAPBLK
WHERE BLKAPPID = GAPPID
ORDER BY BLKSEQ

.REM ***** Define the BLOCK level report select macro (ONE BLOCK)
.DEFINEx ONEBLKSEL

SELECT BLKNAME,
       NVL(BLKDESC, 'NONE'),
       BLKSEQ,
       DECODE(BLKUNIQKEY, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
       DECODE(BLKNAME, NULL, 'CONTROL BLOCK',
               DECODE(BLKOWNER, NULL, NULL, BLKOWNER || '.'))
           || BLKNAME,
       BLKREC,
       BLKOBUT,
       BLKRIN,
       BLKREC,
       NVL(BLKOBYSQLQ, 0)
INTO BLKNAME,
BLKDESC,
BLKSEQ,
BLKUNIQKEY,
BLKNAME,
BLKREC,
BLKOBUT,
BLKRIN,
BLKREC,
SQNOS

FROM SYSTEM.IAPBLK
WHERE BLKAPPID = GAPPID
AND UPPER(BLKNAME) = UPPER(GBKLOCS)

.REM ***** Define the FIELD level report select macro *****
.DEFINEx FLDSEL

SELECT FLDNAME,
       FLDSEQ,
       FLDTYPE,
       FLDLEN,
       FLDQLEN,
       DECODE(FLDSHAB, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
       DECODE(FLOKEY, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
       DECODE(FLOCKBLK, NULL, NULL, FLOCKBLK || '.')) || FLOCKFLD,
```
FLODDISP,
DECODE (FLODDISP, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLODENTER, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLOQUERY, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLOUPDATE, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLOUPDNUL, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLOMAND, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLOFIXED, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLOSKIP, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLOHIDE, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLDAUTOHELP, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLDUPPER, 'Y', 'YES', 'NO'),
DECODE (FLOLOVT, NULL, NULL, FLOLOVT ('.')) | FLOLOVC,
FLOLOW,
FLOSI,
FLOHELP,
FLOPAGE,
FLOLINE
INTO FLDNAME,
FLDSEQ,
FLDTYPE,
FLDLLEN,
FLDQLEN,
FLDSYMB,
FLDKEY,
FLOCFLD,
FLODFLT,
FLODDISP,
FLODENTER,
FLOQUERY,
FLOUPDATE,
FLOUPDNUL,
FLOMAND,
FLOFIXED,
FLOSKIP,
FLOHIDE,
FLDAUTOHELP,
FLDUPPER,
FLOLOVC,
FLOLOW,
FLOSI,
FLOHELP,
FLOPAGE,
FLOLINE
FROM SYSTEM.IAPPFLD
WHERE FLDAPPID = &APPID
AND FLDSLK = &SLKNAME
ORDER BY FLDSEQ

.REM ***** SELECT macro for FIELD level descrip *****
.DEFINF FLODESCSEL
SELECT FLDDESCRIPT INTO FLDDESCRIPT FROM FIELD_DESC WHERE CNAME = &FLDNAME

.REM ***** SELECT macro for BLOCK level table descr. *****
.DEFIN E BLKDESCSEL
SELECT TDESCRIPT INTO TDESCRIPT FROM TABLE_DESC WHERE TNAME = &BLKNAME

.REM ***** Define the SELECT macro for BoilerPlate *****
.DEFIN E MPSEL
SELECT MAPPAGE, MAPLINE, MAPTEXT INTO MAPPAGE, MAPLINE, MAPTEXT FROM SYSTEM.IAPMAP WHERE MAPAPPID = &APPID ORDER BY MAPPAGE, MAPLINE

.REM ***** Define select macro to get logged on
.REM ***** user name (appowner)
.DEFIN E GETUSER
SELECT USER INTO APPOWNER FROM SYSTEM.IAPAPP

.REM ***** START RPT

.REM ***** Define the APPLICATION level report body *****
.REM ***** PRINT HEADER, DATE, TITLE, OWNER
.REM ***** RUN FORM, BLOCK, FIELD LEVEL INFO
.DEFIN E APPBODY
  $T 1
  $S 2
  ***********************
  $S 1
  DOCUMENTATION FOR SQL*FORMS APPLICATION:

  $PRINT APPNAME
  $S 1
  ***********************
  $S 1
  $RR
  REPORT GENERATION DATE:
.PRINT TODAY
$NC
.TITLE:
.PRINT APPTITLE
$NC
.ORDER:
.PRINT APPOWNER
$S 2
******************************************************************************
$CEN FORM LEVEL
$N
******************************************************************************
$N
.REPORT APPOWNER CMHEAD CMTEAD
.TZ
.REPORT APPTRIGSEL APPTMCMNC BODY APPTVLMCMHEAD
#T 1
$S 2
******************************************************************************
$CEN BLOCK LEVEL
$N
******************************************************************************
$TE
.IF "&BLOCKS IS NULL" THEN ALLBLOCKS
.REPORT ONEBLKSEL BLKBODY
.GOTO ENDBLOCKS
.&ALLBLOCKS
.REPORT BLKSEL BLKBODY
.&ENDBLOCKS
.IF "&MAPFLAG != 'Y'" THEN END
$T 16
$S 4
.REPORT MAPSEL MAPBODY
$TE
.&END

.REM ***** PRINT COMMENT HEADER
.DEFINE CMTEAD
$S 1

.COMMENT:

.CMTEAD

.REM ***** PRINT COMMENT TEXT
.DEFINE CMTEBODY
.PRINT CMTEXT

.REM ***** FORM LEVEL TRIGGER HEADER
.DEFINE APPTVLMCMHEAD
$T 2
```plaintext
#8 2
--------- TRIGGERS ---------
#8 1
#8E
..APPTRIGBODY
..

.REM ***** FORM LEVEL TRIGGER BODY
.DEFINE APPTRIGBODY
#T 2
.TYPE:
.PRINT TRIGTYPE

.DESCRIPTION:
.PRINT TRIGDESC

.HIDE:
.PRINT TRIGHIDE
#N
#TE
#8 1
.REPORT FSTEPSEL STEPBODY
..

.REM ***** FORM LEVEL TRIGGER INFORMATION
.DEFINE STEPBODY
#T 3
.STEP =
.PRINT TRGSEQ

.LABEL:
.PRINT TRGLABEL
#TE
#T 4
#8 1
.REPORT TRGUNITSEL TRGUNITBODY
.REPORT TRGCMNTSEL CMDBODY CMHEAD
#8 1
#TE
#T 7
.PRINT TRGSAVE

.ABORT TRIGGER WHEN STEP FAILS
#NC
.PRINT TRGINV

.REVERSE RETURN CODE
#NC
.PRINT TRGROLL

#NC
```
RETURN SUCCESS ON ABORT

.PROC TCRCURS

.SEPARATE CURSOR DATA AREA

.SUCCEESS LABEL:

.PROC TCRLAB

.FAILURE LABEL:

.PROC TCRLAB

.IFNULL TRGMSG NO_FAIL_MSG

.FAIL MESSAGE:

.PROC TRGMSG

.NO_FAIL_MSG

.REPORT APPTRIGCOMSEL CMYBODY CMYHEAD

.. REM ***** PRINT TRIGGER SQL STATEMENT

.DEFINI TCRTXKYBODY

.PRINT SQLTEXT

.. REM ***** BLOCK LEVEL INFORMATION

.DEFINI BLCDBODY

.BLOCK DESCIP!ICKl:

.BLOCK DESCRIPTION:
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*REM *****
.DEFIN E BLATDESCHEAD
  TABLE DESCRI PTION:
  BLATDESCBODY

*REM *****
.DEFIN E BLATDESCBODY
.PRINT TDESCRIPT

*REM ***** BLOCK LEVEL TRIGGER HEADER
.DEFIN E BLATTRIGHEAD
  #T 4
  #S 2
  ----------- TRIGGERS -----------
  #S 1
  #TE
  BLATTRIGBODY

*REM ***** BLOCK LEVEL TRIGGER BODY
.DEFIN E BLATTRIGBODY
  #T 4
  #N
  TYPE:
  .PRINT TRIGTYPE
  #N
    DESCRIPTION:
  .PRINT TRIGDESC
  #N
    HIDE:
  .PRINT TRIGHIDE
  #N
  .REPORT BLATTRIGCMSEL CMDBODY CMTHEAD
  #S 1
  #TE
  .REPORT STEPSEL BSTEPBODY

*REM ***** BLOCK LEVEL TRIGGER INFORMATION
.DEFIN E BSTEPBODY
  #T 9
  #N
  STEP =
  .PRINT TAGSEQ
  #N
    LABEL:
    .PRINT TAGLABEL
.REPRINT TCONT ctrl1 TDYBOLD
.REPORT TCONT ctrl1 CNTBOLD CNTHEAD
#S 1
#E
#T 10
.PRINT TCONT
#NC
ABORT TRIGGER WHEN STEP FAILS
#NC
.PRINT TCONT
#NC
REVERSE RETURN CODE
#NC
.PRINT TCONT
#NC
RETURN SUCCESS ON ABORT
#NC
.PRINT TCONT
#NC
SEPARATE CURSOR DATA AREA
#NC
#NC
#S 1
SUCCESS LABEL:
.PRINT TCONT
#NC
#NC
FAILURE LABEL:
.PRINT TCONT
#NC
#TE
&FNULL TCONT MSG NO_FAIL_MSG
#T 11
FAIL MESSAGE:
#NC
.PRINT TCONT
#TE
&NO_FAIL_MSG
#S 2

.REM ***** FIELD LEVEL INFORMATION
.DEFINITE FLODBODY
#T 4
#S 2

*******************************************************
#S
\\ FIELD
.PRINT FLODBODY
: .PRINT FLDNAME
  #N
  #TE
  #T 5
.REPORT FLDDESCrl FLDDESCBODY FLDDESCHEA.
  #TE
  #T 4
            ****************************
  #TE
  #T 17
.EXECUTE FLDBOILSEL
  #N
  .IF "&FLDPAGE = 0" THEN PAGE ZERO
  #N
  BOILERPLATE:
    #NC
  .PRINT BOILPLATE
    #NC
  &PAGE ZERO
  DATATYPE:
    #NC
  .PRINT FLDTYPE
    #NC
  FIELD LENGTH:
    #NC
  .PRINT FLDLEN
    #NC
  QUERY LENGTH:
    #NC
  .PRINT FLDQLEN
    #NC
  PAGE:
    #NC
  .PRINT FLDPAGE
    #NC
  LINE:
    #NC
  .PRINT FLDLINE
    #NC
  IFNULL FLDCKFID NO FLD CK
    COPY KEY FROM:
    #NC
  .PRINT FLDCKFID
    #NC
  &NO FLD CK
  IFNULL FLDDFLT NO FLD DFJT
  DEFAULT VALUE:
    #NC
  .PRINT FLDDFLT
    #NC
  &NO_FLD_DFJT
  IFNULL FLDLOW NO_RANGE
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RANGE LOW:

*PRINT FLDLOW

HIGH:

*PRINT FLDHIGH

&NO_RANGE

IFDEFNULL FLDLOVC NO_FLD_LOVC

LIST VAL TABLE:

*PRINT FLDLOVC

&NO_FLD_LOVC

IFDEFNULL FLDHELP NO_FLD_HELP

HELP:

*PRINT FLDHELP

&DNO_FLD_HELP

REPORT FLOCMSEL CMDBODY CMDHEAD

---------- ATTRIBUTES ----------

DATABASE FIELD:

*PRINT FLODBTAB

PRIMARY KEY:

*PRINT FLDKEY

DISPLAYED:

*PRINT FLDISP

*PRINT FLDQUERY

INPUT ALLOWED:

*PRINT FLDENTER
.IF #FLDENTER='NO' THEN END
  UPDATE ALLOWED:
  #NC
  PRINT FLDUPDATE
  #NC
  UPDATE IF NULL:
  #NC
  PRINT FLDUPDNUM
  #NC
  FIXED LENGTH:
  #NC
  PRINT FLDFIXED
  #NC
  MANDATORY:
  #NC
  PRINT FLDMAND
  #NC
  AUTOSKIP:
  #NC
  PRINT FLDSKIP
  #NC
  NO ECHO:
  #NC
  PRINT FLDSIDE
  #NC
  AUTO HELP:
  #NC
  PRINT FLDAUTOHELP
  #NC
  UPPER CASE:
  #NC
  PRINT FLDUPPER
  #NC
  .END
  #TE
  .REPORT FLDTRIGSEL FLDTRIGBODY FLDTRIGHEAD
  ...

.REM *****
.DEFINITE FLDDESCHEAD
  #RR
  DESCRIPTION:
  .FLDDESCBODY
  ...

.REM *****
.DEFINITE FLDDESCBODY
  .PRINT FLDDESCRIPT
  ...

.REM ***** FIELD TRIGGER HEADER
**M********** VIEWD LEVEL TRIGGR D=0

*PRINT TRIGTX00Y

!# 5

* PRINT TRIGTXPE5C

* PRINT TRIGHDE

* REPORT FWDTRIGONTSEL OfUODMY

*** VIEW LEVEL TRIGGE XNIORI&TXOE

*DEFNX

#T 12

*PRINT !RG8EQ

*PRINT TLASM1

*PRINT TRGLASM1

#TE

STE

#T 13

#8 1

3EPOW TGXSEL TRGTXT300

*RMFOBF TRGCNf8EL CffUOD

STE

#T 14

*Pp PIT ROWE NC AM"R TRIG=M

STEP =

*PRINT TGSEQ

LABEL:

*PRINT TRLABEL

#TE

#T 13

#8 1

*REPORT TGTEXTSEL TGTXATBODY

*REPORT TGTEXTSEL TGTXATBODY CMHEAD

#S 1

#TE

#T 14

*PRINT TGMOVE

#NC

ABORT TRIGGER WHEN STEP FAILS

#NC

*PRINT TGINV

#NC
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REVERSE RETURN CODE
#NC
(PRINT TRGROLL
#NC
RETURN SUCCESS ON ABORT
#NC
(PRINT TRGCURS
#NC
SEPARATE CURSOR DATA AREA
#NC
#NC
&$ 1
SUCCESS LABEL:
(PRINT TRGSLAB
#NC
#NC
FAILURE LABEL:
(PRINT TRGFLAB
#NC
#TE
(IFNULL TRGMSG NO_FAIL_MSG
#T 15
FAIL MESSAGE:
#NC
(PRINT TRGMSG
#TE
.NO_FAIL_MSG
#S 2
..
.PRINT MAPTEXT
#M1C

.REM ***** Logic to identify the application, start report *****
.GOTO GET_USER
&BAD_APPID
.TELL "COULDN'T FIND APPLICATION, TRY AGAIN OR CTRL-Y TO QUIT"
&GET_USER
.EXECUTE GETUSER
.ASK "NAME OF THE SQL*FORMS APPLICATION: " APPNAME
.EXECUTE APPSEL
.IF "APPID IS NULL" THEN BAD_APPID
.ASK "DISPLAY SCREEN MAP? (Y) " MAPFLAG
.SET BLNAME " "
.SET VNAME " "
.PAGE 0 60
.REPORT APPSEL APPBODY
Appendix H. Data Collection Program
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pragma page;
with Text_IO;
with List_Double_Unbounded_Managed; -- Booch Component

procedure PP2 is pragma Optimize(Time);

type Data_type is digits 3;

package Natural_IO is new Text_IO.Integer_IO(natural);
package FloatPt_IO is new Text_IO.Float_IO(Data_type);

-- Actions necessary to support SER to enhance database applications

type SW_Support_type is -- s/w support function point actions
  (ADDED, -- new functionality
   CHANGED, -- modification of existing functionality
   DELETED, -- deletion of existing functionality
   TOTAL); -- total of all software support function points

type SW_Function_type is -- Oracle database application
  (TRANSACTIONS, -- forms, reports
   INPUTS, -- trigger steps, select statements
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ENTITIES, -- blocks, tables

OUTPUTS); -- fields, print statements

-- Unadjusted Function Points matrix

type UPF_type is
    array(SW_Support_type, SW_Function_type) of natural;
pragma page;

-- Technical Complexity Adjustment scale

subtype TCA_Scale_type is natural range 0..5;

-- Technical Complexity Adjustment

-- characteristics for array of scale values

type TCA_Characteristics is (Data_Communication, Distributed_Function, Performance, Heavily_Used_Configuration, Transaction_Rates, Online_Data_Entry, Design_For_End_User_Efficiency, Online_Update, Complexity_Processing, Usable_In_Other_Applications, Installation_Ease, Operations_Ease, Multiple_Sites, Facilitate_Change, Requirements_Of_Other_Applications, Security_Privacy_Auditability, User_Training_Needs, Direct_Usage_By_Third_Par_ies, Documentation, ClientDefined_Characteristics);

-- array of characteristic values

type TCA_type is array(TCA_Characteristics) of TCA_Scale_type;
pragma page;

-- loop and string slice constants

SEP_Num_Length : constant positive := 5;
Max_Name_Length : constant positive := 40;
Max_File_Name_Length : constant positive := 65;
Max_Line_Length : constant positive := 80;
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-- String subtypes

subtype SER_Number_type is string(1..SER_Num_Length);
subtype Name_type is string(1..Max_Name_Length);
subtype File_Name_type is string(1..Max_File_Name_Length);
subtype Line_type is string(1..Max_Line_Length);

FP2_Filename : File_Name_type := (others=>' ');
Any_Char : character;

-- Input function points

type StepNode_type is
  record
    Name : Name_type := (others => ' ');
    Support : SW_Support_Type := TOTAL;
  end record;
package StepList is new
  List_Double_Unbounded_Managed(StepNode_type);

-- Output function points

type FieldNode_type is
  record
    Name : Name_type := (others => ' ');
    Support : SW_Support_Type := TOTAL;
  end record;
package FieldList is new
  List_Double_Unbounded_Managed(FieldNode_type);

-- Process function points

type BlockNode_type is
  record
    Name : Name_type := (others => ' ');
    Support : SW_Support_Type := TOTAL;
  end record;
package BlockList is new
  List_Double_Unbounded_Managed(BlockNode_type);

-- Transaction types

type AppNode_type is
  record
    Name : File_Name_type := (others => ' ');
  end record;
type Project_No_type is
record
  SER_Num : SER_Number_type := (others => ' ');  
  TEAM_ID : Name_type := (others => ' ');  
  Code_Wks : Data_type := 0.0;  
  Test_Wks : Data_type := 0.0;  
  Code_Hrs : Data_type := 0.0;  
  Test_Hrs : Data_type := 0.0;  
  UFPs : UFP_type := (others => (0, 0, 0, 0));  
  TCA : TCA_type := (others => 1);  
end record;

package Project_List is new  
List_Double_Unbounded_Managed(Project_No_type);  
end;

Project : Project_List.List;  
Project_Option : character;

-- +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  
-- Prompt user for project SER #  
-- +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  
procedure Get_SER (SER_Num: out SER_Number_type) is  
Buffer : Line_type;  
String_Length : integer;

begin

  SER_Num := (others => ' ');  

  Text_IO.New_Line;  
  Text_IO.Put("Enter the Software Engineering Request number : ");  
  Text_IO.Get_Line(Buffer, String_Length);  

  if String_Length > SER_Num_length  
then
    Text_IO.New_Line;  
    Text_IO.Put("SER_Num truncated to --" &
Buffer(1..SER_Name_length) & ";
SER_Name(1..SER_Name_length) := Buffer(1..SER_Name_length);
Text_IO.New_Line;

else
    SER_Name(1..String_length) := Buffer(1..String_length);

end if;
end Get_SER;

-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
-- Prompt user for the team ...
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
procedure Get_Team (Team_ID: out Name_type) is
    Buffer : Line_type;
    String_length : integer;
begin
    Text_IO.Put
    ("Enter each member of team alphabetically (using e-mail IDs), ");
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    Text_IO.Put("separated by non-alphabetic characters : ");
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    Text_IO.Put(">");
    Text_IO.Get_Line(Buffer, String_length);

    if String_length > Max_Name_length
        then
            Text_IO.New_Line;
            Text_IO.Put("Team ID truncated to -->" &
            Buffer(1..Max_Name_length) & ";
            Team_ID := Buffer(1..Max_Name_length);
            Text_IO.New_Line;

        else
            Team_ID(1..String_length) := Buffer(1..String_length);

        end if;
    end Get_Team;

pragma page;

-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
-- Clears screen with DEC VT100 control codes and puts border at top.
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
procedure Clear_Screen(With_Line_of : in character) is

CLS : constant string := character'val(27) & "[2J" &
character'val(27) & "[H";

begin

Text_IO.Put(CLS);

for i in 1..72 loop
    Text_IO.Put(With_Line_Of);
end loop;
end Clear_Screen;

begin
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put(Proept);
Text_IO.Get(Char);
return Char;
end Get_Option;

begin
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("Software Support sizing and estimating");
Text_IO.Put("with Mark II Function Points for Oracle Databases");
end Header;
pragma page;

begin
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("Software Support sizing and estimating");
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("with Mark II Function Points for Oracle Databases");
Text_IO.New_Line;
end Header;
pragma page;
-- +---------------------------------------------------------------
-- | Get options for sizing and estimating                           |
-- +---------------------------------------------------------------
procedure Get_Option(Project_Option: out character) is

   Option : character;

begin

   Text_IO.New_Line;
   Text_IO.Put("(S)ize, (E)stimate, (A)ctual, (Q)uit, (?) : ");
   Text_IO.Get(Option);
   Project_Option := Option;

exception
   when Text_IO.Data_Error =>
      Project_Option := '?';

end Get_Option;

-- +---------------------------------------------------------------
-- | Footer for main program                                       |
-- +---------------------------------------------------------------
procedure Footer is

begin
   Text_IO.New_Line;
   Text_IO.Put("END FP2");
   Text_IO.New_Line;
end Footer;

pragma page;

begin  -- FP2

   Clear_Screen(With_Line_Of => '=');
   Text_IO.Put(" FP2 ");
   FP2_Help_Filename
      (Max_File_Name_Length-7+1..Max_File_Name_Length):="FP2.HLP";

   Header;

   L: loop
      Get_Option(Project_Option);
      case Project_Option is
         when 'S' | 's' => FP2S(Project); -- Sise
         when 'E' | 'e' => FP2E(Project); -- Estimate
      end case;

   end L;
when 'A' | 'a' => FP2A(Project);  -- Actual
when 'Q' | 'q' => FP2V(Project);  -- Save
exit L;

when others => FP2E(FP2_Help_Filename);

end case;

Clear_Screen(With_Line_Of=>'-');
Text_IO.Put(" FP2 ");

end loop L;

Footer;

exception
  when Text_IO.End_Error => null;
end FP2;

---------------------------------------------

separate (FP2) procedure FP2A(Project: in out Project_List.List) is
pragma Optimize(Time);

Project_Mode : Project_Mode_type;
Finished : character := 'N';

procedure FP2AG(Project: in out Project_Mode_type) is separate;
procedure FP2AP(Project: in out Project_Mode_type) is separate;

pragma page;

begin  -- PP2A

Clear_Screen(With_Line_Of=>'-');
Text_IO.Put(" PP2A ");
Text_IO.Skip_Line;
Get_SER(Project_Mode.SER_Num);
Get_Team(Project_Mode.Team_ID);

Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("For SER#" & Project_Mode.SER_Num &
    ", Team:" & Project_Mode.Team_ID);

FP2AG(Project_Mode);
Project_List.Construct
(The_Item => Project_Node, And_The_List => Project);
FP2AP(Project_Node);

end FP2A;
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------

separate (FP2.FP2A)
procedure FP2AG(Project: in out Project_Node_type) is
pragma Optimize(Time);

pragma page;
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
-- -- Display header for main procedure FP2AG
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

procedure Header is
begin
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put
("Forms, reports, and/or tables " &
  "ADDED, CHANGED, or DELETED to support the SER#" &
  Project.SER_Num);
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put
("ADDED: created a completely new form, report, or table");
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put
("CHANGED: components within existing form, report, and/or table");
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put
("i.e. ADD, CEG, DEL blocks, fields, and/or steps IN a form.");
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put
("DELETED: completely deleted existing form, report and/or tbl.");
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("Enter data in this format: 000.0");
Text_IO.New_Line;
end Header;
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

pragma page;
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
-- -- Get Actual Function Points Supported
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

procedure Get_Actual is

Any_Char : character;
begin -- Get_Actual

Get_Code_Wks:
begin
Text_IO.Put("Calendar weeks elapsed during coding > ");
FloatPt_IO.Get(Project.Code_Wks);
exception
  when Text_IO.Data_Error =>
    Text_IO.Put("Enter data in this format: 000.0");
    Text_IO.Put(ASCII.BEL);
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    Text_IO.Put("Calendar weeks elapsed during coding > ");
    FloatPt_IO.Get(Project.Code_Wks);
end Get_Code_Wks;

Get_Test_Wks:
begin
Text_IO.Put("Calendar weeks elapsed during testing > ");
FloatPt_IO.Get(Project.Test_Wks);
exception
  when Text_IO.Data_Error =>
    Text_IO.Put("Enter calendar weeks in this format: 000.0");
    Text_IO.Put(ASCII.BEL);
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    Text_IO.Put("Calendar weeks elapsed during testing > ");
    FloatPt_IO.Get(Project.Test_Wks);
end Get_Test_Wks;

Get_Code_Hrs:
begin
Text_IO.Put("Man hours spent on coding > ");
FloatPt_IO.Get(Project.Code_Hrs);
exception
  when Text_IO.Data_Error =>
    Text_IO.Put("Enter man-hours in this format: 000.0");
    Text_IO.Put(ASCII.BEL);
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    Text_IO.Put("Man hours spent on coding > ");
    FloatPt_IO.Get(Project.Code_Hrs);
end Get_Code_Hrs;

Get_Test_Hrs:
begin
Text_IO.Put("Man hours spent on testing > ");
FloatPt_IO.Get(Project.Test_Hrs);
exception
  when Text_IO.Data_Error =>
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    Text_IO.Put("Enter test man-hours in this format: 000.0");
    Text_IO.Put(ASCII.BEL);
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    Text_IO.Put("Man hours spent on testing > ");

FloatPt_IO.Get(Project.Test_Hrs);
end Get_Test_Hrs;

Get_Functions:
for Functions in SW_Function_type loop
  Get_Support:
  for Support in SW_Support_type loop
    Block:
      begin
        Text_IO.Put
          (SW_Function_type'image(Functions) & ""," &
           SW_Support_type'image(Support) & " > ");
        if Support = TOTAL then
          Project.UFPs(TOTAL,Functions) :=
            Project.UFPs(ADDED,Functions) +
            Project.UFPs(CHANGED,Functions) +
            Project.UFPs(DELETED,Functions);
          Natural_IO.Put(Project.UFPs(TOTAL,Functions));
        else
          Natural_IO.Get(Project.UFPs(Support,Functions));
        end if;
      end Block;
    end loop Get_Support;
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    Text_IO.New_Line;
  end loop Get_Functions;
  Any_Char := Get_Option("Any char to continue > ");
end Get_Actual;

begin -- FP2AG
  Header;
  Get_Actual;
end FP2AG;

begin -- FP2AG
  Header;
  Get_Actual;
end FP2AG;

separate (FP2.FP2A)
procedure FP2AP(Project: in out Project_Mode_type) is
  pragma Optimize(Time);
pragma page;
begin -- FP2AP
  Text_IO.Create(File=> Data_File,
      Mode=> Text_IO.Out_file,
      Name=> "ser" & Project.SER_Num & ".dat");
  Text_IO.Set_Output(File=> Data_File);
  Text_IO.Put(Project.Team_ID);
  Text_IO.Put(Project.SER_Num);
  FloatPt_IO.Put(Project.Code_Wks);
  FloatPt_IO.Put(Project.Test_Wks);
  FloatPt_IO.Put(Project.Code_Ers);
  FloatPt_IO.Put(Project.Test_Ers);
  SW_Support:
  for Support in SW_Support_type loop
    SW_Functions:
      for Functions in SW_Function_type loop
        if not (Support = TOTAL) then
          Col := Text_IO.Positive_Count( integer(Col) + 5 );
          Text_IO.Set_Col(To=> Col);
          Natural_IO.Put(Project.UFIs(Support,Functions));
        end if;
      end loop SW_Functions;
  end loop SW_Support;
  Text_IO.NewLine;
  Text_IO.Close(Data_File);
  Text_IO.Set_Output(File=> Text_IO.Standard_Output);
  Any_Char := Get_Option("Any char to continue > ");
end FP2AP;
------------------------------------------------------------------------
pragma page;
separate (FP2) procedure FP2E(Project: in out Project_List.List) is
  pragma Optimize(Time);
  Project_Mode : Project_Mode_type;
  Last_Char : natural := 0;
  SER_Size : natural := 0;
  procedure FP2E(TCA: in out TCA_type) is separate;
end FP2E;
begin -- FP2E

Clear_Screen(With_line_Of=>'-');
Text_IO.Put("FP2E");

if Project_List.Is_Null(Project)

then
  Text_IO.Put("No projects.");

else

case
  Get_Option("Do you want to change default TCAs (Y/N) ? ")
  when 'Y' | 'y' => FP2ET(Project_Node.TCA);
  when others => null;
end case;

Project_Node := Project_List.Head_Of(Project);
Text_IO.Put("For SER$ ", and team: ", and
Text_IO.New_Line;

for i in reverse 1..SER_Num_Len loop

  if Project_Node.SER_Num(i) /= "
    then
      Last_Char := i;
      exit;
    end if;
  end loop;

for j in SW_Function_type loop

Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("The existing baseline has : ");

for i in reverse SW_Support_type loop

  Natural_IO.Put(Project_Node.UFPs(i,j));
  Text_IO.Put(" ");
  Text_IO.Put(SW_Support_type'image(i) & ");
  Text_IO.Put(SW_Function_type'image(j));

  if i = TOTAL
    then
      Text_IO.Put
        (" , and SER$ ", and " requires ... ");
    elsif j /= TRANSACTIONS
    then
      SER_Size := SER_Size + (Project_Node.UFPs(i,j));
  end if;

end loop;
end if;

Text_IO.New_Line;

end loop;

end loop;

Text_IO.New_Line;

Text_IO.Put(  "The size of " & Project_Mode.SER_Num & " is :" &
   natural'imag(SER_Size) & " Mark II Function Points." );

Text_IO.New_Line;

Text_IO.Put("Estimated effort is <> " &
   "staff-hours, <> " & "calendar-weeks.");

Text_IO.New_Line;

Any_Char := Get_Option("Any character to continue ... ");

end if;

end FP2E;

-- ---------------------------------------------------------------------

pragma page;
separate (PP2.rP2) procedure rP2rP2T( TCA : in out TCA_type) is
   pragma Optimize(Time);

Count : natural := 0;
Project_Mode : Project_node_type;

-- +-----------------------------------------------------------------
--
--
-- procedure Reader is
begin
   Text_IO.Put(  "(value) of Technical Complexity Adjustment characteristics:" );
   Text_IO.New_Line;
end;

procedure Reader is
begin
   Reader;

   for i in TCA_Characteristics loop
      Count := Count + 1;
      Text_IO.Put( natural'imag(Count) & ": (" );
end loop;

end FP2ET;
---------------------------------------------------------------

-- --------------------------------------------------------------
separate (FP2)
procedure FP2H(FP2_Help_Filename: string := "fp2.hlp") is

    Help_File : Text_IO.File_type;
    Help_Line : Line_type;
    Last_Char : natural;
    Any_Char : character;

begin

    Clear_Screen(With_Line_Of=>'-');
    Text_IO.Put(" <ENTER> ");

    Text_IO.Open(Help_File, Text_IO.In_File, FP2_Help_Filename);
    Text_IO.Get_Line(Help_File, Help_Line, Last_Char);

    Help:
    while not Text_IO.End_Of_File loop
        Text_IO.New_Line;
        Text_IO.Put(Help_Line(1..Last_Char));
        Text_IO.Get_Line(Help_File, Help_Line, Last_Char);
    end loop Help;
    Text_IO.Close(Help_File);

exception

    when Text_IO.Name_Error =>
        Text_IO.New_Line;
        Text_IO.New_Line;
        Text_IO.Put(FP2_Help_Filename & " not found.");
        Text_IO.New_Line;
        Any_Char := Get_Option("Any character to continue ... ");

    when Text_IO.End_Error =>
        Text_IO.New_Line;
        Any_Char := Get_Option("Any character to continue ... ");

end FP2H;

-- ---------------------------------------------------------------

separate (FP2) procedure FP2S(Project: in out Project_List.List) is
pragma Optimize(Time);
Project_Node : Project_Node_type;
App_Node   : App_Node_type;

procedure FP2SG(App : in out App_List.List) is separate;
procedure FP2SX(App : in out App_List.List) is separate;
procedure FP2SR(App : in out App_List.List) is separate;
pragma page;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------------
begin -- FP2S

Clear_Screen(With_Line_Of=>'-');
Text_IO.Put(" FP2S ");
Text_IO.Skip_Line;
Get_SER(Project_Node.SER_Num);
Get_Team(Project_Node.Team_ID);

Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("For SER# & Project_Node.SER_Num & ", Team:" & Project_Node.Team_ID);

FP2SG(Project_Node.Apps);    -- Get size of project

Project_List.Construct
(The_Item => Project_Node, And_The_List => Project);

Current_App := Project_Node.Apps;

while not App_List.Is_Null(Current_App) loop

Extract: declare App_record : App_Node_type;

begin

App_record := App_List.Head_Of(Current_App);

if App_record.UPP(DELETED, TRANSACTIONS) = 0 then

FP2SX(Current_App);

end if;

Current_App := App_List.Tail_Of(Current_App);

end Extract;

end loop;

Current_App := Project_Node.Apps;

while not App_List.Is_Null(Current_App) loop

FP2SR(CurntCurrent_App);
App_Node := App_List.Head_Of(Current_App);

for i in SW_Support_type loop

for j in SW_Function_type loop

Project_Node.UFPs(i, j) :=
Project_Node.UFPs(i, j) + App_Node.UFP(i, j);

end loop;

end loop;

Current_App := App_List.Tail_Of(Current_App);

end loop;

Project_List.Set_Head
(Of_The_List=>Project, To_The_Item=>Project_Node);

end FP2S;

-------------------------------------------------------------------

pragma page;
separate (FP2.FP2S) procedure FP2SG(App : in out App_List.List) is

pragma Optimize(Time);

--- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
---
--- Get Apps
--- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

procedure Get_App(Support : in SW_Support_type;
                   App : in out App_List.List) is

  App_record : App_Node_type;
  Buffer     : Line_type := (others => ' ');
  String_Len: natural := 0;
  All_Apps   : boolean := false;
  File_Name  : File_Name_type := (others => ' ');

begin  -- Get_App

  Text_IO.Skip_Line;
pragma page;
Get_Apps:
  loop
File_Name := (others => ' ');
Buffer := (others => ' ');
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put(SW_Support_type'image(Support) & '>');

All_Apps := true;
Text_IO.Get_Line(Buffer,String_Length);
File_Name := Buffer(1..65);

for i in 1..65 loop
   if File_Name(i) /= ' ' then
      All_Apps := false;
      exit;
   end if;
end loop;

if All_Apps then
   Text_IO.New_Line;
else
   Text_IO.Put(File_Name);
   App_record.Name := File_Name;
   App_record.WFP(Support,Transactions) := 1;
   App_record.WFP(TOTAL,Transactions) := 1;
   App_List.Construct
      (The_Item => App_record, And_The_List => App);
   exit Get_Apps when All_Apps;
end if;

exit Get_Apps when All_Apps;

end loop Get_Apps;

and Get_App;

pragma page;

-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
-- Explain what to enter for each support type
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
procedure Explain(Support : in SW_Support_type) is

begin
   case Support is
      when ADDED =>
text IO.New Line;
text IO.New Line;
text IO.Put("**NOTE** Apps to be ADDED will be sized " &
"by analogy to existing Apps.");
text IO.New Line;
text IO.Put("Enter the filenames of 'FP2' files of existing Apps ");
text IO.New Line;
text IO.Put("-similar- to the Apps that you will be developing for SER :");
text IO.New Line;

when CHANGED =>

text IO.New Line;
text IO.Put("Enter the '.FP2' files of existing Apps to be CHANGED :");
text IO.New Line;

when DELETED =>

text IO.New Line;
text IO.Put("Enter the '.FP2' files of existing Apps to be DELETED :");
text IO.New Line;

when others => null;

end case;
end Explain;
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
pragma page:
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
--   Display header for main procedure FP25G
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
procedure Reader is
begin
  text IO.New Line;
text IO.New Line;
text IO.Put("IDENTIFY APPS TO BE ADDED, CHANGED, OR DELETED TO SUPPORT SER");
text IO.New Line;
text IO.New Line;
text IO.Put("ADDED: means creating a completely new App.");
text IO.New Line;
text IO.New Line;
text IO.Put("CHANGED: means that, within an existing App, you need to ");
text IO.New Line;
text IO.Put("ADD, CHG, or DEL some blocks, fields, or steps. ");
text IO.New Line;
"DELETED: means completely deleting an existing App."
"When entering App names, enter one per prompt."
"To exit from the prompting, enter no file name."

"Now choose one or more of the software support actions:"

```
begin -- FP2SG

Header;
-- Get App name and support action

Get_App_Action:
loop
    case Get_Option
    ("App to be (A)dded, (C)hanged, (D)eleted, (n)o more : ") is

        when 'A' | 'a' =>
            Explain(ADDED);
            Get_App(ADDED, App);
        when 'C' | 'c' =>
            Explain(CHANGED);
            Get_App(CHANGED, App);
        when 'D' | 'd' =>
            Explain(DELETED);
            Get_App(DELETED, App);
        when others => exit Get_App_Action;
    end case;
end loop Get_App_Action;

Header;
end -- FP2SG;
```
pragma Optimize(Time);

App_Node : App_Node_type;

-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ,
-- Header for FP2 Size Requirement
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ,
procedure Header(App_Name : in File_Name_type) is
begin
  Clear_Screen('-'');
  Text_IO.Put(" FP2SR ");
  Text_IO.New_Line;
  Text_IO.Put("Size of the SER for App: " & App_Name);
  Text_IO.New_Line;
end;

pragma page;

-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ,
-- Prompter for FP2 Size Requirement
-- ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ,
procedure FP_Changed(UFP : in out UFP_type) is

  Remaining : natural := 0;

  function Prompt_W (Question: string; Limit: natural) return natural is
    Function_Points : natural := 0;

    begin

      Get_FP:
      loop

        Block:
        begin

          Text_IO.New_Line;
          Text_IO.Put(Question);
          Natural_IO.Put(Function_Points);

          if Function_Points > Limit
          then
            Text_IO.Put(natural' image(Function_Points) & " > " &
                        natural' image(Limit) & " remaining.");
          else
            exit Get_FP;
          end if;

          end Block;

        end loop Get_FP;

      end function;
exception
  when Text_IO.Data_Error =>
    Text_IO.Put("ENTER AN INTEGER");

end Block;

end loop Get_PP;

return Function_Points;

end Prompt_With;
pragma page;
begin -- PP_Changed

Support:
for Supported in ADDED .. DELETE loop

Functions:
for Functionality in INPUTS .. OUTPUTS loop

case Supported is

  when ADDED =>
    Remaining := natural'LAST;

  when CHANGED =>
    Remaining := natural( UFP(TOTAL, Functionality) );

  when DELETED =>
    Remaining := natural( UFP(TOTAL, Functionality) ) -
                 natural( UFP(CHANGED, Functionality) );

end case;

case Functionality is

  when INPUTS => UFP(Supported, Functionality) :=
    Prompt_With("How many trigger STEPS will be " &
                 SW_Support_type'image(Supported) & ": ", Remaining);

  when ENTITIES => UFP(Supported, Functionality) :=
    Prompt_With("How many BLOCKS will be " &
                 SW_Support_type'image(Supported) & ": ", Remaining);

  when OUTPUTS => UFP(Supported, Functionality) :=
    Prompt_With("How many FIELDS will be " &
                 SW_Support_type'image(Supported) & ": ", Remaining);

  when others => null;

end case;
end loop Functions;
Text_IO.New_Line;

end loop Support;

end FP_Changed;
pragma page;
-- +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
-- Footer for FP2 Size Requirement
-- +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

procedure Footer(App_Name : in File_Name_type) is
begin
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("Sized Requirement for App: " & App_Name);
Text_IO.New_Line;
end;
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

begin

if not App_List.Is_Null(App)

then

App_Node := App_List.Head_Of(App);

if App_Node.UFP(CHANGED,TRANSACTIONS) > 0

then

Header(App_Node.Name);
FP_Changed(App_Node.UFP);
App_List.Set_Head(OF_The_List=>App, To_The_Item=>App_Node);
Footer(App_Node.Name);
elseif App_Node.UFP(ADDED,TRANSACTIONS) > 0
then

for i in INPUTS .. OUTPUTS loop

App_Node.UFP(ADDED,i) := App_Node.UFP(TOTAL,i);
end loop;
App_List.Set_Head(OF_The_List=>App, To_The_Item=>App_Node);
end if;
else

Text_IO.Put("Empty App list");

end if;

end FP2SR;
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
with Pattern_Match_Regular_Expression; -- Booch Component

package GREP is new Pattern_Match_Regular_Expression
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with GPIII;  
separate (FP2.FP2S) procedure FP25X (App: in out App_List.List) is  
pragma Optimize(Time);  

pragma page;  

--- ---------------------------------------------------------------

(type Part_type is

(NULL_PART,   -- ignore, continue scanning

BLOCK_PART,   -- block detected

FIELD_PART,   -- field detected

TRIGGER_NAME_PART, -- trigger name detected, wait for step num

STEP_NUMBER_PART); -- step number, trigger step ID complete

(type Level_type is

(APP_LEVEL,   -- looking for trigger steps, then blocks

BLOCK_LEVEL,   -- looking for trigger steps,  

   -- then blocks and/or fields

FIELD_LEVEL);   -- looking for trigger steps,  

   -- then blocks and/or fields

Level : Level_type := APP_LEVEL;

Step_Mode : Step_Mode_type;

Field_Mode : Field_Mode_type;

Block_Mode : Block_Mode_type;

App_Mode : App_Mode_type;

The_File : Text.IO.File_type;

The_Line : Line_type;

End_Line : natural;
The_Pattern : Line_type;
The_End_Pattern : natural;
The_Data : Line_type;
The_End_Data : natural := 0;

First_Char : natural := 0;
Last_Char : natural := 0;
Line_Number : natural := 0;
Column_Number : natural := 0;

Stop_Scroll : character := ' ';
pragma page;
-- +------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------

procedure Scan_Line(The_Pattern : Line_type;
    Pattern_Length : natural;
    The_Line : Line_type;
    End_Line : natural;
    The_Data : out Line_type;
    End_Data : out natural) is

    Hit, Column : natural := 0;

    begin

        The_Data := (others => ' ');

        Hit:=GREP.Location_Of
            (The_Pattern(1..Pattern_Length),The_Line(1..End_Line));

        if Hit > 0

            then

                for i in 1..End_Line loop

                    if The_Line(i) /= ' ' then

                        Column := Column + 1;
                        The_Data(Column) := The_Line(i);

                        end if;

                    end loop;

                    End_Data := Column;

            else

                End_Data := 0;

            end if;

    end Scan_Line;
exception

  when GREP.Pattern_Not_Found =>
    End_Data := 0;

end Scan_Line;
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
pragma page;
-- +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Part_Of_App
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function Part_Of_App(Current Line : in Line_type;
                      Current_line_End : in natural)
  return Part_type is

  The_Data : Line_type;
  End_Data : natural;
  Part : Part_type := Null_Part;
  For_Step_Length : natural := 7;
  For_Step_Number : Line_type;
  For_Trigger_Length : natural := 6;
  For_Trigger_Name : Line_type;
  For_Field_Length : natural := 18;
  For_Field_Name : Line_type;
  For_Block_Length : natural := 18;
  For_Block_Name : Line_type;
  Start_Here : natural;

pragma page;
begin

  For_Step_Number(1..For_Step_Length) := "STEP = ";
  Scan_Line(For_Step_Number, For_Step_Length,
            Current_Line, Current_line_End, The_Data, End_Data);
  if End_Data > 0
    then
      Part := STEP_NUMBER_PART;
      for i in reverse 1..Max_Name_Length loop
        if Step_Name_Name(i) = ''
          then Start_Here := i+2;
          end if;
      end loop;
      Step_Name_Name(Start_Here..Max_Name_Length) :=
        The_Data(1..Max_Name_Length-Start_Here+1);
    end if;
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For_Trigger_Name(1..For_Trigger_Length) := "TYPE: ";
Scan_Line(For_Trigger_Name, For_Trigger_Length,
The_Line, End_Line, The_Data, End_Data);
if End_Data > 0
  then
    Part := TRIGGER_NAME_PART;
    Step_Mode.Name := The_Data(1..Max_Name_Length);
  end if;
pragma page;

For_Field_Name(1..For_Field_Length) := "FIELD [0123456789]";
Scan_Line(For_Field_Name, For_Field_Length,
The_Line, End_Line, The_Data, End_Data);
if End_Data > 0
  then
    Part := FIELD_PART;
    Field_Mode.Name := The_Data(1..Max_Name_Length);
  end if;

return Part;

end Part_Of_App;

begin -- PP2SK

App_Mode := App_List.Head_Of(App);
for i in 1..Max_File_Name_Length loop
  if App_Mode.Name(i) /= ' '
    then
      First_Char := i;
      exit;
    end if;
end loop;

for i in reverse 1..Max_File_Name_Length loop
  if App_Mode.Name(i) /= ' '
    then
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Last_Char := i;
exi;
and if;
end loop;

Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("Opening " & App_Mode.Name(First_Char..Last_Char));
Text_IO.Put(" and reading");
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Open
(The_File, Text_IO.In_File,
App_Mode.Name(First_Char..Last_Char) );

Thru_File:
while not Text_IO.End_Of_File(The_File) loop

Text_IO.Get_Line(The_File, The_Line, End_line);
Line_Number := Line_Number + 1;
if Line_Number mod 100 = 0
then
    Text_IO.Put("Line ", & natural_image(Line_Number));
    Text_IO.New_Line;
end if;

pragma page;
case Part_Of_App(The_Line, End_Line) is

when BLOCK_PART =>
    Block_Mode.Steps := Step_List.Null_list;
    Block_Mode.Fields := Field_List.Null_list;
    Block_List.Construct(The_Item => Block_Mode,
                        And_The_List => App_Mode.Blocks);
    App_Mode.UFP(TOTAL, ENTITIES) :=
    App_Mode.UFP(TOTAL, ENTITIES) + 1;
    Level := BLOCK_LEVEL;

when FIELD_PART =>
    Field_Mode.Steps := Step_List.Null_list;
    Field_List.Construct(The_Item => Field_Mode,
                        And_The_List => Block_Mode.Fields);
    App_Mode.UFP(TOTAL, OUTPUTS) :=
    App_Mode.UFP(TOTAL, OUTPUTS) + 1;
    Level := FIELD_LEVEL;

when STEP_NUMBER_PART =>
    case Level is
when App_LEVEL => -- add to App_STEPS
    Step_List.Construct(The_Item => Step_Mode,
                        And_The_List => App_Mode.Steps);
App_Node.UFP(TOTAL, INPUTS) :=
    App_Node.UFP(TOTAL, INPUTS) + 1;
when BLOCK_LEVEL => -- add to BLOCK_STEPS
    Step_List.Construct(The_Item=>Step_Node,
        And_The_List=> Block_Node.Steps);
    App_Node.UFP(TOTAL, INPUTS) :=
        App_Node.UFP(TOTAL, INPUTS) + 1;

when FIELD_LEVEL => -- add to FIELD_STEPS
    Step_List.Construct(The_Item=>Step_Node,
        And_The_List=> Field_Node.Steps);
    App_Node.UFP(TOTAL, INPUTS) :=
        App_Node.UFP(TOTAL, INPUTS) + 1;
end case;
when TRIGGER_NAME_PART => null;
when NULL_PART => null;
end case;
pragma page;
if not Field_List.Is_Null(Block_Node.Fields)
then
    Field_List.Set_Head(Of_The_List=>Block_Node.Fields,
        To_The_Item=>Field_Node);
end if;
if not Block_List.Is_Null(App_Node.Blocks)
then
    Block_List.Set_Head(Of_The_List=>App_Node.Blocks,
        To_The_Item=>Block_Node);
end if;
end loop Thru_File;
for j in SW_Function_type loop
    Natural_IO.Put(App_Node.UFP(TOTAL, j));
end loop;

--Stop_Scroll := Get_Option("Any key ... ");
App_List.Set_Head (Of_The_List => App,
    To_The_Item => App_Node);
Text_IO.Close(The_File);
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("Closing " & App_Node.Name(First_Char..Last_Char));
Text_IO.New_Line;
exception

  when Text_IO.Name_Error =>
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    Text_IO.Put(App_Mode.Name & "not found.");
    Text_IO.New_Line;

end FP2EX;

--- -------------------------------------------------------------

pragma page;

separate(FP2) procedure FP2V(Project : in out Project_List.List) is
  pragma Optimize(Time);
---

  Project_Mode : Project_Mode_type;
  App_Mode : App_Mode_type;
  Last_Char : natural := 0;
  SQL_Filename : File_Name_type := (others => ' ');

---

  FP2V_Output : Text_IO.File_type;
  FP2V_SQL_File : Text_IO.File_type;

---

procedure Save_Steps(Steps : in Step_List.List) is
  Step_Mode : Step_Mode_type;
begin
  if not Step_List.Is_Null(Steps)
    then
      Save_Steps(Step_List.Tail_Of(Steps));
      Text_IO.New_Line;
      Step_Mode := Step_List.Head_Of(The_List => Steps);
      Text_IO.Put(Step_Mode.Name);
    end if;
  end Save_Steps;

---

procedure Save_Fields(Fields : in Field_List.List) is
  Field_Mode : Field_Mode_type;
begin
  if not Field_List.Is_Null(Fields)
    then
      Save_Fields(Field_List.Tail_Of(Fields));
      Text_IO.New_Line;
  end if;
end Save_Fields;

Field Mode := Field_List.Head_Of(The_List => Fields);
Text_IO.Put(FieldName.Name);
if not Step_List.Is_Null(Field_Mode.Steps)
then
  Save_Steps(Field_Mode.Steps);
end if;
end Save_Fields;
pragma page;
--
procedure Save_Blocks(Blocks : in Block_List.List) is
  Block_Mode : Block_Mode_type;
begin
  if not Block_List.Is_Null(Blocks)
  then
    App_Mode.UPP(TOTAL, TOTAL) :=
    App_Mode.UPP(TOTAL, TOTAL) + 1;
    Save_Blocks(Block_List.Tail_Of(Blocks));
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    Block_Mode := Block_List.Head_Of(The_List => Blocks);
    Text_IO.Put(Block_Mode.Name);
    if not Step_List.Is_Null(Block_Mode.Steps)
    then Save_Steps(Block_Mode.Steps);
    end if;
    if not Field_List.Is_Null(Block_Mode.Fields)
    then Save_Fields(Block_Mode.Fields);
    end if;
  end if;
end Save_Blocks;
--
procedure Save_Apps(Apps : in App_List.List) is
begin
  if not App_List.Is_Null(Apps)
  then
    App_Mode.UPP(TOTAL, TOTAL) :=
    App_Mode.UPP(TOTAL, TOTAL) + 1;
    Save_Apps(App_List.Tail_Of(Apps));
    Text_IO.New_Line;
    App_Mode := App_List.Head_Of(The_List => Apps);
    Text_IO.Put(App_Mode.Name);
    if not Step_List.Is_Null(App_Mode.Steps)
    then Save_Steps(App_Mode.Steps);
    end if;
    if not Block_List.Is_Null(App_Mode.Blocks)
    then Save_Blocks(App_Mode.Blocks);
    end if;
  end if;
end Save_Apps;

procedure SQL (Project_record : in Project_Mode_type) is
--
begin
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("INSERT INTO PP2_SER VALUES");
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put("(" & Project_record.SER_NUM & ",")
Text_IO.Put("" & Project_record.Team_ID(1..12) & "," ");
Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put(""");
FloatPt_IO.Put(Project_record.Code_Wks);
Text_IO.Put("","");

Text_IO.Put(""");
FloatPt_IO.Put(Project_record.Test_Wks);
Text_IO.Put("","");

Text_IO.Put(""");
FloatPt_IO.Put(Project_record.Code_Ers);
Text_IO.Put("","");

Text_IO.Put(""");
FloatPt_IO.Put(Project_record.Test_Ers);
Text_IO.Put("","");
Text_IO.New_Line;

Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(ADDED,TRANSACTIONS));
Text_IO.Put("","");
Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(NEW,TRANSACTIONS));
Text_IO.Put("","");

Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(ADDED,ENTITIES));
Text_IO.Put("","");
Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(NEW,ENTITIES));
Text_IO.Put("","");

Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(ADDED,OUTPUTS));
Text_IO.Put("","");
Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(NEW,OUTPUTS));
Text_IO.Put("","");

Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(ADDED,IMPUTS));
Text_IO.Put("","");
Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(NEW,IMPUTS));
Text_IO.Put("","");

Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(ADDED,OUTPUTS));
Text_IO.Put("","");
Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(NEW,OUTPUTS));
Text_IO.Put("","");

Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(ADDED,IMPUTS));
Text_IO.Put("","");
Natural_IO.Put(Project_record.UFPs(NEW,IMPUTS));
Text_IO.Put("","");
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Text_IO.New_Line;
end SQL;
pragme page;
begin

if Project_List.Is_Null(Project)
then
    Text_IO.Put("No projects to save.");
else

    Project_Mode := Project_List.Head_Of(The_List => Project);
    for i in reverse 1..SER_NUM_LENGTH loop
        if Project_Mode.SER_NUM(i) /= '
        then
            Last_Char := i;
            exit;
        end if;
    end loop;

    Text_IO.Create(File => FP2V_Output,
                   Name => "fp2old." & Project_Mode.SER_NUM(1..Last_Char) );
    Text_IO.Set_Output(File => FP2V_Output);

    for i in 1..72 loop
        Text_IO.Put("-");
    end loop;

    Text_IO.Put("SER ", Project_Mode.SER_NUM & ", ");
    Text_IO.Put("Team: ", Project_Mode.Team_ID);
    Text_IO.New_Line;

    for i in 1..72 loop
        Text_IO.Put("-");
    end loop;

    if not App_List.Is_Null(Project_Mode.Apps)
then
    Save_Apps(Project_Mode.Apps);
    end if;

    SQL_Filename(1..3) := "ser";
    for i in 1..SER_NUM_LENGTH loop
        if Project_Mode.SER_NUM(i) = '
        then
            Last_Char := i;
        end if;
    end loop;
end if;
end.
exit;
end if;
end loop;

SQL_Filename(1..7+Last_Char) := "ser" & Project_Mode.SER_Num(1..Last_Char) & ".sql";

Text_IO.Create(File => FP2V_SQL_File,
               Name => SQL_Filename);
Text_IO.Set_Output(File => FP2V_SQL_File);

SQL(Project_Mode);

Text_IO.Set_Output(File => Text_IO.Standard_Output);

Text_IO.New_Line;
Text_IO.Put ("Now, login to SQLPLUS and START SER" & Project_Mode.SER_Num);

end if;

end FP2V; -- in spite of salieri
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This study investigated the results of measuring software support of Oracle database applications and estimating the effort and schedule required to provide support. Software measurement was accomplished with a variant of the function points metric, called Mark II function points, which is comprised of three weighted parameters, inputs, entities, and outputs. A technique for mapping Mark II function points to Oracle DBMS components was developed, and the size of the software support for each project, per team, was measured by tabulating and weighting the number of inputs, entities, and outputs that are added, changed, and/or deleted. Software support effort was measured in work-hours and schedule in calendar-weeks for given levels of function points. A data collection program was written to assist with tabulating the measurements and also provided an option for sizing the support by analogy. Observations were collected for 12 projects ranging up to 50 function points. The relationship between software support measurement in Mark II function points and the resulting effort or schedule was extensively analyzed for one and two person teams. A relationship determined by regression analysis was shown to be statistically significant for both effort and schedule.
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